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MODULE 1: FUNDAMENTALS OF TELECENTRES 

Structure of the Unit 

1. Learning Outcomes 
2. Introduction  
3. What are Telecentres?  
4. Origin of Telecentre  
5. The global movement  
6. The Indian Telecentre movements  
7. Types of Telecentres  
8. Link between Governance, E-Governance and Telecentres  
 
1. LEARNING OUTCOMES 

By the end of the unit, you should be able to 

 Explain what telecentres are 

 Understand the origin of telecentre  

 Understand about global telecentre movement 

 Describe the telecentre movement in India 

 Explain various kinds of telecentres 

 Understand the link between Governance, e Governance and telecentres 

2. INTRODUCTION 

To change the community and to make them more informed a Village Level Entrepreneur 
(VLE) can play a constructive role, for this it is important for a VLE to understand what 
telecentre as a technology can do. Once he/she experiences that the technologies can make 
the life of the community better, he/she can connect them with new information and make 
the life of citizens better.  

The telecentre movement is one of the powerful initiative of bringing together technology 
(i.e. both computers and Internet) for community development. In this Unit the VLE is 
introduced to details related to the telecentre movement, in India and Globally. It also 
covers details about different kinds of telecentres and their functions. At the end of the 
module it explains the linkage between Governance, E-Governance and telecentres.  

3. WHAT ARE TELECENTRES? 

A telecentre is a public place where people have access to computers, the internet and 
other information and communication technologies that enable them to gather, create, 
learn and communicate information for social and economic development [1]. 

These centres offer a number of communication services which depends on the needs of 
the community; some of these services offered are free or subsidized by external bodies 
such as governments or NGOs. They tend to be publicly owned and geared towards more 
isolated people (like villagers), low income earners and people with little formal education; 
they may offer training on computer and web use, but also other kinds of training including 
non-formal education and distance learning in agriculture, health, basic education, 
entrepreneurship and other fields specifically related to community development [2]. The 
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centres may be of different size and verities, few of them may be simple with few computer 
terminals available for accessing only the Internet, and others may be more sophisticated 
having fax machines, printers, public phones, photocopiers, kiosks for other services, access 
to e-government services, and transactions processing office.  

4. ORIGIN OF TELECENTRE   

Telecentres exist in many countries in the world, they are known by different names in 
different contexts according to the type and service they provide such as tele-cottages, 
information shops, kiosks, and village information centre. The origin of telecentres can be 
traced back to Europe's tele-cottage and community technology centres (CTCs) in the 
United States, both of which emerged in the 1980s as a result of advances in computing [3]. 
According to Molnár and Karvalics, the first community technical centre was opened in 
Harlem, USA, in 1983, with the primary aim of bridging the growing digital divide between 
the upper and lower levels of society; community technical centres offered free access to 
technologies and placed great emphasis on training [4]. However, the idea of creating places 
where the members of a community could access Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) can be traced back to 1985 in the villages of Vemdalen and Harjedalen in 
Sweden [5].  

Today, ownership of computers at home is widespread in most develop and developing 
countries, but still there remains a need for free and affordable public access to computing 
to ensure that everyone has access to technologies that have become essential in daily life. 
However, in reality, telecentres are full of varieties and becoming more and more important 
policy to bridge the digital divide in rural and underserved or unserved areas of developing 
countries.  

The purposes of establishing telecentre are [3] 

 To transform the digital divide into digital opportunity in rural and remote 
areas of developing country;  

 To provide the most effective solution in rural area for sharing the use of 
internet or ICT facilities among the communities;  

 To create a knowledge centre in rural community;  

 to educate people and to enrich living standard by having access to global 
information through the internet technology;  

 To promote the sale of local product through the internet or electronic 
commerce applications;  

 To provide government information such as natural disaster warning, 
announcement, e-government services and other e-services to the local 
communities. 

While the objectives are below  

 Overcome barriers to economic and educational developments that rely on 
telecommunication services. 

 Trigger socioeconomic development 

 Ensure equal access to necessary services across population in the country. 
Which includes access to e-gov services, access to information, access to 
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online services like online bill payments, flight booking, communication with 
others etc. 

 Reduce the digital divide. 

 Stimulate and respond to the demand for information and communication. 

5. THE GLOBAL TELECENTRE MOVEMENT 

In the 1980s, as a result of advances in computing, telecottage in Europe and Community 
Technology Centres (CTCs) in the United States began to emerge.  Their primary purpose 
was to overcome the remoteness of rural and isolated location, often characterized by low 
purchasing power and poor quality of telecommunication infrastructure. The telecentres 
provided a means of reaching out and enabling the participation of the communities in the 
emerging information economy [6]. After the collapse of the centralized political and 
economic structure, more than 150 telecottages were established all over the country as 
part of a public funded development program supported by USAID for building the local 
government [7][8].  In the 1990s, telecentres spread to Africa, Asia and Latin America. Since 
then, numerous programmes for providing public access to new technologies have been 
initiated by various international agencies in the developing countries. The deployment of 
telecentres all across the world is referred to as the “telecentre movement” [9]. 

 
6. THE INDIAN TELECENTRE MOVEMENT 

The movement in India is associated with rural areas which began around 1992, but this 
movement took its shape around 1998[10]. Various pilot projects like Gyandoot in Madhya 
Pradesh, SARI in Tamil Nadu and Tarahaat in Bundelkhand etc, were initiated in the rural 
areas by state government, NGOs and private agencies in different locations of the country 
during 1999-2000. Further the movement gained momentum with the launch of “Mission 
2007”, the mission aimed  to provide 100,000 ICT-based community service centres to every 
village of India by August 15, 2007 by the Department of Information Technology, 
Government of India [11].  

During the year 2006 Government of India, introduced CSC Scheme as part of its 
commitment in the National Common Minimum Programme to introduce e-governance on 
a massive scale. The aim of the scheme was to provide high quality and cost-effective video, 
voice and data content and services, in the areas of e-governance, education, health, 
telemedicine, entertainment as well as other private services. Main highlight of the scheme 
was to offer web-enabled e-governance services in rural areas, including application forms, 
certificates, and utility payments such as electricity, telephone and water bills through the 
network of CSCs. The Scheme has created a conducive environment for the private sector 
and NGOs to play an active role in implementation of the CSC Scheme, thereby becoming a 
partner of the government in development of rural India [12]. These CSCs are envisaged to 
offer online integrated service delivery on ‘Anytime, Anywhere’ basis [13]. 

The scheme was revaluated and CSC 2.0 was introduced to set up 2.5 lakh CSC at GPs across 
country by 2019.  

Telecentres is India are known by different names such as Common Services Centres (CSC), 
Village Knowledge Centres (VKC), eChoupals, Community Information Centres (CIC), 
Agritech Centres, Information Kiosks, Drishtee Kendras, n-Logue Centres, Gyan Chaupals, 
Gyan Sanchar etc. 
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7.   TYPES OF TELECENTRES  

There are many kinds of telecentres depending on the demography and the people they 
serve. They could be sponsored by NGOs or Government (can be state or national), be a 
commercial venture or university based.  The table below summarizes a Telecentre models 
and various types of telecentres. 

Type Services Management  
Administration 

      Commercial The basic service is computer plus internet 
connection with cafeteria called cyber cafe, but 
other non-telecom services generate only a 
small part of the income.  

Private Business 

         Franchise Seeks to stand out by improved quality, faster 
connection, more and better services, 
atmosphere and comfort. 

Private Business 

Non - Government      
Organization 

Wide diversity of services, orientation and target 
group depending on location and orientation of 
promoting institution. Services include internet 
combined with training and development 
activities. Hours of internet may be 
subordinated to use of machined for other uses 
by NGO staff. 

NGO or Development 
institutions 

        University Many terminals (30 to 100) mainly for students 
but also available to general public. Specialized 
technical support available. Academic courses in 
computers and preparation of contents easy to 
organize. 

University 

      School The school open its doors to the community 
after class hours. Services tend to be many and 
varied (Internet, e-mail, content preparation). 
Most suited are e - literacy programmers and 
continuing education. 

Schools 

Municipal /  State 
In principle, can include a wide range of services 
(public and private) 

Municipal, 
government directly, 
in partnership with 
other entities, or 
entrusted to private 
enterprise. 

  Multipurpose 

Generally in Rural areas with Access to internet, 
e-mail and related services, commercial web 
hosting to community, telephone booths, sales 
of working materials and stationery, Internet 
cafe and training courses. 

Administrative boars 
representing donors, 
service suppliers and 
community members. 

(Source: www.e-forall.org/pdf/Telecenters.pdf, "Telecentres for Socio-Economic and rural Development in Latin America and the 
Caribbean.") 

8.    LINK BETWEEN GOVERNANCE, E-GOVERNANCE, AND TELECENTRES 

Governance  

Governance is defined to refer to structures and processes that are designed to ensure 
accountability, transparency, responsiveness, rule of law, stability, equity and inclusiveness, 
empowerment, and broad-based participation. Governance also represents the norms, 
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values and rules of the game through which public affairs are managed in a manner that is 
transparent, participatory, inclusive and responsive. International agencies define 
governance as the exercise of authority or power in order to manage a country’s economic, 
political and administrative affairs [14].  

On the other hand a draft Policy research working paper by World Bank, 20101, defines 
governances as “the traditions and institutions by which authority in a country is exercised. 
These include: 

 The process by which governments are selected, monitored, and replaced 

 The capacity of the government to effectively create and carry out sound policies  

 The respect of citizens and the state for the institutions that govern economic and 
social interactions among them.  

This system defines who decides on policies, how resources are distributed across society, 
and how governments are held accountable [15].Thus, it is an ideal through which political 
processes translate the motives of the citizens into public policies and establish the rules 
that efficiently and successfully deliver services to all members of society. 

Now, good governance has become a central part of the international development agenda.  

E- Governance  

The “e” in e-Governance stands for ‘electronic’. e-Governance is basically associated with 
carrying out the functions and achieving the results of governance through the utilization of 
ICT (Information and Communications Technology)[16]. 

In 1970 the Government of India (GoI) established Department of Electronics and 
subsequently in 1977 GoI has taken first major step towards implementation of e-
governance by establishment of National Informatics Centre (NIC). By 1980 most of the 
government offices were equipped with computers but their role was confined up to word 
processing. With the span of time and advent of ICT, the GoI has taken a remarkable step for 
fostering e-governance by launching the national satellite based network NICNET in 1987 
followed by District Information System of the National Informatics Centre (DISNIC) and 
NICNET was the first government informatics network across the world equipped with 
facilities like TELNET, FTP, internet along with database services (GISTNIC and MEDLARS). Up 
to 1990, NICNET has extended its extent from state headquarters to district headquarters. 
In year 2000, the GoI has established Ministry of Information Technology and identified 
minimum 12-points minimum agenda for e-governance. Finally in year 2006 the GoI has 
launched National e-Governance Plan (NeGP) with various Mission Mode Projects (MMPs) 
to automate essential mundane tasks [17]. 

Thus, e-governance is the application of ICT for delivering government services, exchange of 
information, communication transactions, integration of various stand-Alone systems and 
services between G2C, G2B as well as back office processes and interactions within the 
entire government frame work [18]. E-governance promotes more efficient government, 
allows greater public access to information, facilitates more effective and accessible 
government services, and makes government more accountable to citizens. Now, E-
government has emerged beyond electronic service delivery and has become a crucial  part 

                                                      

1
 http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/pdf/wgi.pdf  
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of the ongoing reform and transformation of government which is enabling participatory 
governance.  

Telecentres  

When a citizen has to pay for services that are often free or subsidised by the government, 
then it reflects that there is a lack of governance. Thus, in order to overcome the challenge 
of governance, Telecentres are set up to provide e Governance services to the citizens.  
While they cannot meet all needs, but certainly depending on their capacity some basis 
services are provided.  For example, they share information on: 

 Land deeds, sale and prices  

 Birth and death certificates  

 Health issues such as vaccinations, eye camps, well women checkups, diabetes 
camps, etc  

 School entry requirements, examinations and results  

 Cropping patters, weather, water, availability of seeds, pesticides, etc  

 Job vacancies and recruitment  

 Education and training possibilities for young people  

 Right to Information Act (RTI) 

 E-Courts 

 Payment of online bills 
 

 
CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING 

 Describe Telecentre in 100 words? 
 Write in point’s purpose of establishing Telecentres? 
 Describe Global Telecentre movement? 
 When did telecentre movement start in India? 
 Why were telecentres established in India? 
 During which year was CSC scheme introduced in India? 
 What are different types of telecentres? Explain them briefly? 
 What is e-Governance ? 
 How are e-Governance and Telecentre linked with each other. 
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MODULE: 2 Entrepreneur & Entrepreneurship 

 

Structure of the Unit 

1. Learning outcome 

2. Introduction 

3. Who is an Entrepreneur?  

4.  Types of Entrepreneurs 

5. Characteristics of entrepreneurs 

6. Major mistakes of entrepreneurs 

7. What is Entrepreneurship? 

8. Difference between Entrepreneur and Entrepreneurship  

  

1. LEARNING OUTCOMES 

By the end of the unit, you should be able to : 

1. Understand and Explain who an Entrepreneur is. 

2. Describe various types of Entrepreneur. 

3. Tell about the characteristics and major mistakes Entrepreneurs make. 

4. Define what Entrepreneurship is and distinguish between Entrepreneur and 

Entrepreneurship. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The course is specifically designed for those individuals, who either think or have a 
business idea, or might start their own business in near future. The course is simple, 
interactive, and provides the learners with the basic principles of entrepreneurship. The 
key objective of the module is, to provide the learners with the essential knowledge and 
experiences, which will help them to succeed in their business. 

 
Essential element of this introductory course is to assess a business opportunity and a 
business development process. The case studies mentioned at the end of the module 
are examples of few leading entrepreneur, stories of their motivation, struggle and 
success. 

 

2. WHO IS AN ENTREPRENEUR 

 

The word “entrepreneur” originated with the French word “entreprendre,” which means 

“to undertake.” The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines an entrepreneur as one who 

organizes, manages, and assumes the risks of a business or enterprise [1]. From the 

perspective of Kirzner (1997), the entrepreneur is an individual who is alert to 

opportunities for trade. The entrepreneur is capable of identifying suppliers and 



customers and acting as an intermediary where profit arises out of the intermediary 

function [2]. In simple word, an Entrepreneur is an individual who, rather than working 

as an Employee, runs a small business and assumes all the risks & rewards of a given 

business venture, Idea, or Good or Service Offered for Sale. He is commonly seen as a 

Business Leader and innovator of new ideas and Business Processes [3].  

The concept of entrepreneurship exists since very long time and is an old age 
phenomenon which is related to the vision of an entrepreneur. Since the last two 
decades the concept has become popular.  

 

3. TYPES OF ENTREPRENEUR 

 

Entrepreneurs are categorized into different types below are the details [4]:  

 

a) Business Entrepreneur: Business entrepreneurs are individuals who conceive an idea 

for a new product or service and-then creates a business to materialize their idea 

into reality. They tap both production and marketing’ resources in their search to 

develop a new business opportunity.  

 

b) Trading Entrepreneur: Trading entrepreneur is one who undertakes trading activities 

and is not concerned with the manufacturing work. He identifies potential markets, 

stimulates demand for his product line and creates a desire and interest among 

buyers to go in for his product.  

 

c) Industrial Entrepreneur: Industrial entrepreneur is essentially a manufacturer, who 

identifies the potential needs of customers and tailors a product or service to meet 

the marketing needs. He is a product oriented man who starts in an industrial unit 

because of the possibility of making some new product. 

 

d) Corporate Entrepreneur: Corporate entrepreneur is a person who demonstrates his 

innovative skill in organizing and managing corporate undertaking. A corporate 

undertaking is a form of business’ organization, which is registered under some 

statute or Act, which gives it a separate legal entity. 

 

e) Agricultural Entrepreneur: Agricultural entrepreneurs are those entrepreneurs who 

undertake agricultural activities as raising and marketing of crops, fertilisers and 

other inputs of agriculture.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



4.  CHARACTERISTICS OF ENTREPRENEUR 

 

As manager and leader, the entrepreneur is one of the characters which strongly 

influence business around the world. Each entrepreneur has many unique taints which 

are not common to other entrepreneurs. However, there are few similar characteristics 

found within all successful entrepreneurs, below are details of few characteristics:   

Characteristics Explanation 

Vision  

 

The successful entrepreneur has the ability to see the end results of 

goals while working to achieve them and is completely dedicated to 

making this vision a reality. 

Determination  

 

The successful entrepreneur must be completely determined to 

succeed even when it means taking risks. 

Organization 

 

The successful entrepreneur knows his or her own strengths and 

weaknesses and assembles the right team and resources to accomplish 

goals. 

Motivation 

 

The successful entrepreneur has the desire to work hard and lets very 

little get in the way of making vision into reality. 

Passion  

 

The successful entrepreneur has to really love what he or she is doing. 

Adaptability 

 

The successful entrepreneur must have the ability to cope with new 

situations and find creative solutions to problems. 

Commitment 

 

The successful entrepreneur has a high degree of commitment to the 

ideas and beliefs on which the project is founded. 

Skill 

 

The successful entrepreneur must have the skills necessary to develop 

the product or service or to take an idea and figure it out. 

Flexibility 

 

The successful entrepreneur must be adaptable to changing demands 

of the business, employees and customers. 

 

Source: https://westernreservepublicmedia.org/careers2/images/characteristics-successful-enterpreneur-student.pdf 

 

 

 



5. MAJOR MISTAKES OF ENTREPRENEURS 

Building a business from scratch is not an easy task. As an entrepreneur, one makes 

mistakes and face failures but learns from the mistakes. Below is the list of major mistakes 

which one makes during operation: 

Major mistakes Explanation 

Poor management Perhaps the most common mistake of entrepreneurs is related to 

business management that creates. Entrepreneur may not have 

the ability to drive their own business, do not possess the 

necessary skills of leadership, knowledge necessary to lead. This 

mistake usually occurs after a certain period of operation of the 

company and especially after the business has acquired a certain 

size, which requires knowledge of management. 

Lack of experience Every entrepreneur needs some experience in developing 

business. Creating and developing a business in an area where you 

do not have the necessary skills will pass sooner or later the 

quality of the product or service, motivating staff, generally in all 

areas of business that are necessary for success. 

Financial control of 

low-quality 

One of the mistakes they make while entrepreneurs and causes of 

business failure is insufficient capital. It also requires adequate 

financial control and use of appropriate methods for costing. 

However, many entrepreneurs do not give due consideration to 

developing a "cash flow" to ensure liquidity needs in each stage of 

business conduct. 

Marketing of low 

quality 

Considering that "manufactures good products customers will 

certainly occur”, entrepreneurs make another mistake in 

developing a business. Reality has shown that only by relying on a 

well founded marketing plan can be expected to shape a customer 

segment to which to turn entrepreneur. 

Lack of a strategy 

based 

Whether for lack of time, either from ignorance, entrepreneurs 

consider that a strategy is required only for large companies. So, 

the lack of a survival strategy terminates at the newly created 

company, because without clear targets. 

Poor inventory Although the biggest investments they make entrepreneurs are 

necessary material means (machines, equipment, facilities, etc.), 

often less attention is given to the good of their inventories. 

However, an inefficient inventory could lead to redundant stocks 

generally unjustified expenses that may constitute grounds for 

failure in the continuation of that business. 

Setting incorrect price Setting price of the product or service incorrectly or too much 

under the influence of prices by competitors or too small from the 



perception of "sell the best product at the lowest price" is one of 

the mistakes that can lead to business failure.  

 

Inability to manage 

growth 

Many entrepreneurs, from ignorance or from too much 

confidence in their forces reach a setback due to improper 

management business growth and development firm created. 

Source: http://www.rmci.ase.ro/no11vol1/Vol11_No1_Article3.pdf 

 

6. WHAT IS ENTREPRENEURSHIP?  

Entrepreneurship is the most important aspect of economic development in the last period 
of business history [5]. "Entrepreneurship is the process of creating or seizing an 
opportunity and pursuing it regardless of the resources currently controlled"[6]. It involves 
the development of new business, the creation of innovation and new technologies, the 
facility of economic growth and development. 
 
Entrepreneurship is described as the “willingness and capacity to develop, organize and 
manage a business enterprise along with any of its risks in order to make a profit". It is 
associated with new, small, for-profit start-ups, entrepreneurial behaviour can be seen in 
small-, medium- and large-sized firms, new and established firms and in for-profit and not-
for-profit organizations, including voluntary-sector groups, charitable organizations and 
government [6]. 
Entrepreneurship is the dynamic process of creating in ceremonial wealth. The wealth is 
created by individuals who assume the major risks in terms of equity, time and/ or career 
commitment or provide value for some product or services. The product or services may or 
may not be new unique, but value must somehow be infused by the entrepreneur by 
receiving and locating   necessary skills and resources [7]. 
 

7. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ENTREPRENEUR  AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Though both the terms are somewhat similar, below are the differences between the two: 

Sr.no Entrepreneur Entrepreneurship 

1 Entrepreneur is a person who starts 

an enterprise.  

It is a process of creation, including originality, 

capabilities, skills and difficulties. 

2 Entrepreneur is an individual 

responsible for indentifying a business 

opportunities and taking it from idea 

to implementation. 

Entrepreneurship is a process involving various 

actions to be undertaken to establish enterprise. 

It involves multi-phase activity. 

3 Entrepreneur is a person who bears 

the risk, combines various factors of 

production and brings new ideas and 

carries out creative innovations. 

Entrepreneurship is a set of activities performed 

by entrepreneur .  



4 One who leads an enterprise towards 

its vision through leadership and 

motivation. 

It is a way in which entrepreneur leads his 

manpower, motivates them for the achievements 

of the firm’s goals. 

5 Entrepreneurs  are tangible people Entrepreneurship is an abstraction. 

6. The entrepreneur is the actor. Entrepreneurship is the act. 

 

9. FEW SUCCESS ENTREPRENEUR  
1. Story of Shahnaz Husain (successful women Entrepreneur)  

 
Shahnaz Husain is one of India's most successful women entrepreneurs. Her 
company, Shahnaz Husain Herbals is one of the largest manufacturers of herbal 
products in the world. Shahnaz Husain, CEO of Shahnaz Herbals Inc, the prominent 
Indian female entrepreneur best known for her herbal cosmetics, particularly skin 
care products. She introduced herbal cosmetics to the world. Her creams and lotions 
have found their way into salons in different parts of the globe. She has 650 salons at 
104 countries. 
 
Shahnaz Husain is one of the rare and few first generation women entrepreneur, 
pioneer, visionary and an innovate or, who introduced a new concept of Ayurvedic 
Care and Cure worldwide. She created a brand with universal appeal and application. 
Shahnaz Husain`s brand found place in the international market for Ayurvedic 
beauty care. In a world ridden with environmental degradation, Shahnaz Husain 
ventured into the world of nature and its healing powers, taking the Indian herbal 
heritage of Ayurveda to every corner of the globe.  

 

The Shahnaz Husain Group has about 40 distributors and more than 600 sub 
distributors all over India. The Group sells not only in the cities but also in the small 
towns. In addition, the Group owns about 20 clinics and outlets in New Delhi. All 
other outlets are run on the franchise system.  

 

2. Story of P C Mustafa founder of iD Fresh Food Bengaluru 

This is the story of a man who failed in Class 6, but went on to join the Regional 
Engineering College (now the National Institute of Technology), Calicut and the 
Indian Institute of Management-Bangalore. His is the story of a man who decided to 
become an entrepreneur and employ people from rural India. 

Today, fresh idli and dosa batter made by P C Mustafa’s company ID Fresh reaches 
homes in Bengaluru, Chennai, Pune, Mumbai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Mangaluru and 
even Dubai. 

In an interview he shared “today, we produce around 50,000 kg in our plant. The 
total investment must be around Rs 4 crore (Rs 40 million) and our revenue is Rs 100 
crore (Rs 1 billion). When we became a Rs 100 crore company in October 2015, we 



celebrated in grand scale. We have grown from producing 10 packets a day in 2005, 
with just my cousin managing the kitchen, to 50,000 packets a day with 1,100 
employees in 10 years”. 

3. GHANSHYAM DAS BIRLA FOUNDER OF BIRLA EMPIRE  

 Inheriting his family’s money-lending business, Birla diversified into manufacturing. 
He moved to Calcutta to establish a textiles business, much to the displeasure of 
European and British merchants in the area, who did their best to shut Birla’s 
business down. Birla had to overcome not only resistance from established players 
but also the biased policies of the British government which discriminated against 
Bengali traders. 

In the 1940s, Birla purchased Hindustan Motors and continued to diversify his 
business, investing in tea, cement, chemicals, and rayon. He was also the first Indian 
to found a commercial bank, the United Commercial Bank Limited. Now Aditya Birla 
group operates in more than 33 countries, employs over 133,000 people and has 
annual revenues of over $35 billion. 

Birla also founded the Birla Engineering College - now the Birla Institute of 
Technology and Science, which is now one of the nation’s best engineering schools 
[8]. 

 

4. Dhirubhai Ambani an Indian Business Tycoon 

He is the most famous businessman in all of India. Even a five-year-old knows about 
him - or at least will recognize his last name. Ambani's journey took him from his life 
as a student in the dusty lanes of a small village in Gujarat to the major seaport city 
of Aden and finally to Bombay where he becomes the doyen of the Indian industry. 

Though he wanted to continue his studies after finishing school, Dhirubhai could not 
afford to do so. So, he instead went to Aden, Yemen to earn money and improve his 
financial condition. In Aden, he worked as a clerk for a trading firm. In those days, 
Aden was the second-busiest port in the world, and traders from across the world 
came here for business. He learned the ins and outs of trading and read everything 
that he could lay his hands on. 

When British rule in Yemen came to an end, many Indian expatriates went either to 
Britain in search of a better life or came back in India. Dhirubhai chooses the latter 
and started his first business, Majin, with a cousin. He then quickly launched out on 
his own, founding Reliance Industries in 1966. As of now, the combined fortune of 
his family tops out at 60 billion dollars, making them one of the wealthiest families in 
the world. As of 2012, Reliance employs over 85,000 people and is responsible for 
over 5% of India's tax revenue[8]. 

 



CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING 

1. Based on your understanding, do you consider all VLEs as Entrepreneurs?  

Why. Describe in 100 words. 

2. Planning a new business is not easy. Series of activities and planning is required to 

start a new enterprise. Discuss the challenges briefly. 

3. Think of few successful entrepreneurs in your area and discuss why are they 

successful.   
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Module 3:  G2C & B2C Services  

 

 

Structure of the Unit 

 

1.0    e- District 

1.1   OBJECTIVES OF e- DISTRICTS 

1.2    SERVICES PROVIDED THROUGH e- DISTRICTS 

1.3   TWO PRIMARY PARTICIPANTS OF BHARAT BillPay 

1.4    FASTag through CSCs 

1.5    PASSPORTS 

1.6    PAN CARD 

1.7   PRADHAN MANTRI AWAS YOJANA 

1.8   FSSAI 

1.9  SOIL HEALTH CARD 

1.10 ELECTION COMMISSION 

 

1.0 e- District: e-District is an integrated approach for delivery of citizen services by district 

administration through automation of backend, workflow based on process redesign and data 

digitization across participating departments. District Administration in the context of e-District 

refers to the administrative set-up led or coordinated by the District Collector / Magistrate including 

Subdivision / Tehsil / Block / Village level units responsible for service delivery. The e - District 

project was conceptualized to improve this experience and enhance the efficiencies of the various 

Departments at the district-level to enable seamless service delivery to the citizen. 

1.1 OBJECTIVES OF E- DISTRICTS: 

 Districts are the primary delivery channel for Government Administration and electronic 

delivery of large number of services at the district would improve the quality of life of the 

citizens. 

 Significant improvement in delivery of Government services by integrating other 

eGovernance initiatives by different departments (Land records, Property Registration, 

Agriculture, Passport, etc.) could also be provided. 

 Establishing a multi-disciplinary centre for information accessibility for capacity building of 

the district administrative processes would also be created. 

 Formulation of strategies for creating a Central data repository at the district level for all 

associate activities for improving district administrative processes by ensuring data and 
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information are collected, stored, retrieved, used and exchanged in an efficient manner at all 

levels from ‘top to bottom’. 

 Leverage and integrate core e-Governance infrastructure initiatives of the Government. 

 

1.2 SERVICES PROVIDED THROUGH e- DISTRICTS: 

 Bharat BillPay: Bharat BillPay is a Reserve Bank of India (RBI) conceptualised system driven 

by National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI). It is a one-stop bill payment platform for 

all bills – electricity, mobile, broadband and landline, DTH, Gas, Water, etc - across India with 

certainty, reliability and safety of transactions. 

 

    1.3 TWO PRIMARY PARTICIPANTS OF BHARAT BillPay: 

 

 Bharat Bill Payment Central Unit (BBPCU) – which implements operational, technical and 

business standards for the entire system and its participants. The National Payments 

Corporation of India (NPCI) functions as the BBPCU. 

 

 Bharat Bill Payment Operating Units (BBPOUs) - BBPOUs are authorized operational units, 

working as per the standards set by BBPS. BBPOUs will on-board billers, aggregators and 

payment gateways; and set up agent network and customer touch points to handle bill 

payments through different delivery channels. With CSC SPV becoming a BBPOU, CSCs can 

provide Bharat BillPay service and further enable the villagers to pay their Electricity, Water, 

Gas, DTH and Broadband & Landline Post Paid bills. 

 

1.4 FASTag THROUGH CSCs: FASTag is an Electronic Toll Collection system in India operated by 

NHAI. FASTag is a simple to use, reloadable tag which enables automatic deduction of toll charges 

and lets you pass through the toll plaza without stopping for cash transaction. The tag employs 

Radio-frequency Identification (RFID) technology and is affixed on the vehicle's windscreen after the 

tag account is active. It is currently operational at more than 425 toll plazas across national and state 

highways. CSC SPV has partnered with NHAI to dispense FASTags through the network of CSCs. VLEs 

will dispense FASTags at the toll plazas after procuring them through the Digital Seva Portal; register 

customer details on portal and affix the tag on the car. 
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1.5 PASSPORTS: Ministry of External Affairs partnered with CSC SPV in 2014 to launch Passport 

Seva services through CSCs across the rural hinterland. Services available through CSCs include filling 

and uploading of Passport Application Form, payment of fee and scheduling of appointment for visit 

to Passport Kendra.  

 

1.6 PAN CARD: Applications for new PAN Card are processed through CSCs in collaboration with 

UTI Infrastructure Technology and Services Limited (UTIITSL) and National Securities Depository 

Limited (NSDL). PAN Card service through NSDL was introduced for CSCs in February 2016. During 

2016-17, 28.94 lakh Applications for PAN Card have been submitted through CSCs. 

 

1.7 PRADHAN MANTRI AWAS YOJANA: Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY) is an ambitious 

housing scheme of the Government for creating affordable housing units for urban poor. Although, 

entire urban area of the country will be covered under the scheme, the initial focus is on 500 select 

cities. In November 2016, a MoU was signed between Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty 

Alleviation (MHUPA) and CSC SPV for receiving PMAY applications through CSCs. The service is being 

provided by 60,000 CSCs located in urban areas across States/ UTs. During 2016-17, 27.97 lakh 

Applications were submitted through CSC network under Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY) 

scheme. 

1.8  FSSAI: Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) partnered with CSC SPV in July 2016 

to provide Food Business Operator (FBO) registration service through CSCs. This initiative is 

aimed at registering a large number of unregistered FBOs in the country with the FSSAI through 

the vast network of CSCs. Under the service, Registration Certificate is auto generated after filing 

of online application through CSC. During 2016-17, 95,603 applications for FBO Registration have 

been submitted through CSCs. 

 

1.9  SOIL HEALTH CARD: Soil Health Cards are issued by the Government to farmers with crop-wise 

recommendations of nutrients and fertilizers required for individual farms to help them improve 

productivity through judicious use of inputs. Launched as a scheme in 2015, the Government 

plans to issue these cards to 14 crore farmers. Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare signed 

a MoU with CSC SPV in December 2016, to engage CSCs in the Soil Health Card scheme. During 

2016-17, 1.24 lakh farmer registrations have taken place through CSCs across 23 States. 
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1.10 ELECTION COMMISSION SERVICES: The Election Commission of India, in its endeavour to 

improve enrolment and correct data errors in the electoral rolls for hassle free elections, has 

partnered with CSC SPV for delivery of various electoral registration forms and EPIC printing 

through CSCs. So far, the Electoral Registration Management System (ERMS) of Tripura, Punjab, 

Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Bihar, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Haryana, and Maharashtra have been 

integrated with Digital Seva Portal. During 2016-17, CSCs have 34,780 Electoral Registration 

Forms in these nine States, where as 56.18 lakh EPIC have been printed and delivered through 

the CSC network in these nine States. 

 

OTHER SERVICES  

a) Certificates: Creation and distribution of certificates for income, domicile, caste, Birth, Death 

etc. 

b) Licences: Driving Licenses etc. 

c) Public Distribution System (PDS): Issue of Ration Card, etc. 

d) Social Welfare Schemes: Disbursement of old-age pensions, family pensions, widow 

pensions, etc. 

e) Complaints: Related to unfair prices, absentee teachers, non-availability of doctor, etc. 

f) RTI: Online filing and receipt of information relating to the Right to Information Act. 

g) Linking with other e government projects: Registration, Land Records, and Driving Licences, 

etc. 

h) Information Dissemination: About government schemes, entitlements, etc. 

i) Assessment of taxes: Property tax, and other government taxes. 

j) Utility Payment: Payments relating to electricity, water bills property taxes etc. 

 

              List of CSC Centre name State wise: 

Sr no.  States & UTs CSC Centre name 

1 Uttar Pradesh Jan Seva Kendra  

2 Bihar Vasudha Kendra 

3 West Bengal Tathya Mitra Kendra 

4 Maharashtra Maha e Seva Kendra 

5 Madhya Pradesh Nagrik Suvidha Kendra  

6 Rajasthan e‐Mitra 

7 Karnataka Nemmadi Kendra 

8 Tamil Nadu People’s Computer Centre  

9 Odisha Common Services Centre 

10 Gujarat e‐Gram 

11 Andhra Pradesh Rajiv Citizen Service Centre  

12 Telangana Common Services Centre 

13 Assam Arunodoy Kendra  
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14 Jharkhand Pragya Kendra 

15 Chhattisgarh Grameen Choice Centres 

16 Kerala Akshaya Centres  

17 Punjab Gram Suvidha  

18 Haryana e‐Disha  

19 Jammu & Kashmir Khidmat Centre 

20 Uttarakhand e‐Uttara  

21 Himachal Pradesh Lok Mitra Kendra 

22 Tripura e‐Pariseva Kendra 

23 Meghalaya Rainbow Centres 

24 Manipur Common Service Centres 

25 Nagaland Nagaland One, Common Service Centre  

26 Arunachal Pradesh Common Services Centres (CSCs)   

27 Mizoram Mizoram Online Centres (MOC) 

28 Sikkim Common Services Centre 

29 Goa Lok Seva Kendras 

30 NCT of Delhi Jeevan Centres 

31 Puducherry Common Services Centre 

32 Andaman & Nicobar Islands eDweep  

33 Dadra & Nagar Haveli Common Services Centres (CSCs)   

34 Daman & Diu Common Services Centres (CSCs)   

35 Chandigarh Gram Sampark Centres  

36 Lakshadweep Aashraya  
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MODULE 4 Common Services Centre Scheme  

 

Structure of the Unit 

1.1      Common Services Centre Scheme  

1.2      About CSC e-Governance Services India Limited 

1.3      Objectives of CSC SPV 
1.4      Role of CSC SPV   

1.5      Who is VLE?  

1.6      VLE Society  

1.7      Services through CSC 

  

1.1 Common Services Centre Scheme 

Common Services Centre (CSC) programme is an initiative of the Ministry of Electronics & IT 

(MeitY), Government of India. CSCs are the access points for delivery of various electronic 

services to villages in India, thereby contributing to a digitally and financially inclusive 

society. CSCs are more than service delivery points in rural India. They are positioned as 

change agents, promoting rural entrepreneurship and building rural capacities and 

livelihoods. They are enablers of community participation and collective action for 

engendering social change through a bottom-up approach with key focus on the rural 

citizen. 

CSC e-Governance Services India Limited is a Special Purpose Vehicle (CSC SPV) incorporated 

under the Companies Act, 1956 by the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology 

(MeitY), Government of India, to monitor the implementation of the Common Services 

Centers Scheme. It provides a centralized collaborative framework for delivery of services to 

citizens through CSCs, besides ensuring systemic viability and sustainability of the scheme. 

Common Services Centre scheme and digital India 
 

Digital India is a flagship programme of the Government of India with a vision to transform 

India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. The programme was 

launched on July 1, 2015 by Hon’ Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi. CSCs are the access 

points for delivery of essential public utility services, social welfare schemes, healthcare, 

financial, education and agriculture services, apart from host of B2C services to citizens in 

rural and remote areas of the country. It is a pan-India network catering to regional, 

geographic, linguistic and cultural diversity of the country, thus enabling the Government’s 

mandate of a socially, financially and digitally inclusive society. 

 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

CSCs enable the three vision areas of the Digital India programme: 

 

 Digital infrastructure as Utility to Every Citizen 

 Governance and services on demand 

 Digital empowerment of citizens 

 

1.2 About CSC e-Governance Services India Limited 

 

CSC e-Governance Services India Limited is a Special Purpose Vehicle (CSC SPV) incorporated 

under the Companies Act, 1956 by the Department of Electronics and Information 

Technology (DeitY), Government of India, to monitor the implementation of the Common 

Services Centers Scheme. It provides a centralized collaborative framework for delivery of 

services to citizens through CSCs, besides ensuring systemic viability and sustainability of the 

scheme. It is a pan-India network catering to regional, geographic, linguistic and cultural 

diversity of the country, thus enabling the Government’s mandate of a socially, financially 

and digitally inclusive society. 

 

Common Services Centers (CSCs) are a strategic cornerstone of the Digital India programme. 

CSCs are envisaged as assisted front end ICT (Information and Communication Technology) 

enabled centres for delivery of various G2C (Government to Citizen) and other B2C (Business 

to Citizen) services to the citizens. These are managed and operated by a local skilled 

entrepreneur.  

A CSC promotes rural entrepreneurship, builds rural capacities and livelihoods, enable 

community participation and supports collective action for social change through a bottom 

up approach with focus on rural citizen. 

 

1.3 Objectives of CSC SPV 

 Ensuring systemic viability and sustainability of the CSC Scheme 

 Monitoring achievements of the outcomes by the CSCs 

 Enabling delivery of G2C and B2C services through CSCs 

 Providing a standardized framework for collaborative decision making 

 Catalyzing and maintaining content aggregation on an on-going basis 

 Building stakeholder capacity 

 Looping best practices 

 

 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 Centralised tie ups with services seeker and providers 

 Maintain the Portal 

 Conduct Train the Trainer for VLE society 

 Handholding of eco system 

 Aggregating the demand at national level 

 Payment at centralised level  

 Transfer of commission to society 

 Grievance Handling 

1.4 Role of CSC SPV   

 Ensure ubiquitous presence of citizen service points in all geographies, in line with the 

vision of ‘Digital India’ and to operationalise CSCs across States/UTs. 

 Support GOI / States/ UTs to enable delivery of G2C services. 
 Facilitate integration of e-Governance services (Central/State MMPs) portals and NIC 

driven applications. 
 Enable delivery of financial and related services such as Aadhaar, banking, insurance and 

pension. 

 Create a framework for enabling monitoring of G2C services. 

 Ensure growth of e-transactions at the CSCs. 

 Create awareness and capacity building among various stakeholders within and outside 

the Government. 

 Capacity building of Village Level Entrepreneurs (VLEs) and other stakeholders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

1.5 Who is VLE?   

The VLE is the key to the success of the CSC operations. While content and services are 

important, it is the VLE's entrepreneurial ability that would ensure CSC sustainability. A good 

VLE would not be one who has financial muscle only, but somebody who has 

entrepreneurial traits, strong social commitment as well as respect within the community. 

The quality of service at the CSCs would be as effective as the quality of VLEs running them. 

Selection and proper training of the VLE therefore would play a vital role in making the CSC 

a success. 

Role & Responsibility of a VLE: 

 

 Effective Service Delivery: The VLE provides all the services to citizens which are 
provided by CSC and thus, act as a service delivery point through which the population 
of the catchments area benefits. 

 Sales and Promotion: The VLE will be actively involved in the sales process of the 

products and services given to him with his skills and social relationship. 

 Relation with Government functionaries: The VLE shall maintain cordial relationship with 

Government and Panchayat functionaries at the local level. 

 The VLE will ensure, without any prejudice, to provide all services to the rural citizens. 

  Images:  

 

        

                                CSC – Institutional Framework 

 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 

              CSC Centre at Vadavalli, Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu) 

 

1.6 VLE Society   

 

 Structure of VLE Society 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSC SPV

ONE VLE SOCIETY IN 
EACH DISTRICT

ALL VLEs OF A DISTRICT 
AS MEMBERS OF VLE 

SOCIETY



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 

 Role of VLE Societies 

 

The VLE Society will act as the Distributor / Retail point for the FMCG / CONSUMER 

DURABLE ETC. products. It needs to ensure that the VLE have to develop a sense of 

unity for growing business amongst the VLE community. 

 Act as Single point of contact for delivery of all physical goods which are required by 

the VLEs of the society.  

 

 The Goods delivered to the society are to be forwarded to the concerned VLE who 

has raised the demand after payment using the CSC wallet.  

 

 Conduct regular training sessions for the member VLEs. 

 

1.7 Services through CSC 

 

 Jeevan Pramaan: Jeevan Pramaan is Aadhaar based Digital Life Certificate for 

Pensioners. It was launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 10 November 2014. It 

is expected to benefit over a crore pensioners. ... Jeevan Pramaan has been developed 

by the Department of Electronics and IT, Government of India. Jeevan Pramaan is a 

biometric enabled digital service for pensioners. Pensioners of Central Government, 

State Government or any other Government organization can take benefit of this facility. 

 

 National Pension Scheme: NPS is an easily accessible, low cost, tax-efficient, flexible 

and portable retirement savings account. Under the NPS, the individual contributes to 

his retirement account and also his employer can also co-contribute for the social 

security/welfare of the individual. NPS is designed on Defined contribution basis wherein 

the subscriber contributes to his / her account, there is no defined benefit that would be 

available at the time of exit from the system and the accumulated wealth depends on 

the contributions made and the income generated from investment of such wealth. The 

greater the value of the contributions made, the greater the investments achieved, the 

longer the term over which the fund accumulates and the lower the charges deducted, 

the larger would be the eventual benefit of the accumulated pension wealth likely to be. 

 
 

 Who can join NPS?  
 

       Any citizen of India, whether resident or non-resident, subject to the following 
conditions:  

 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 Individuals who are aged between 18 – 65 years as on the date of submission of his/her 

application to the POP/ POP-SP. The citizens can join NPS as individuals subject to 

submission of all required information and Know your customer (KYC) documentation.  

 

 

 How and where one can open a NPS account? 

 

 For all citizens, NPS is distributed through Common Service Centres (POP) . To invest 

in NPS, you can open an account with a Point of Presence (POP) or online through 

eNPS platform. 

One can open NPS account online through eNPS if you have : 

(i) Aadhaar Card,  

(ii) PAN card with Savings account in one of the empanelled bank undertaking KYC 

verification online.  

 Features of the retirement account provided under NPS 
 

      The following are the most prominent features of the retirement account under NPS: 
 

(i) Every individual subscriber is issued a Permanent Retirement Account Number 
(PRAN) card and has a 12 digit unique number. In case of the card being lost or 
stolen, the same can be reprinted with additional charges. 

 

(ii) Under NPS account, two type of accounts – Tier I & II are provided. Tier I account is 

mandatory and the subscriber has option to opt for Tier II account opening and 

operation. The following are the salient features of the Tier-I and Tier-II accounts: 

 Tier-I account: This is a restricted and conditional withdraw able retirement account 

which can be withdrawn only upon meeting the exit conditions prescribed under NPS.  

 Tier-II account: This is a voluntary savings facility available as an add-on to any Tier-1 

account holder. Subscribers will be free to withdraw their savings from this account 

whenever they wish.  

Who Can Join ? 

You can join, if you are any or all of the 

following:  

 Citizen of India; Resident or Non-

Resident 

 Age between 18-65 years, as on 

date of joining 

 Salaried or Self Employed 

 

 Complies with KYC norms 

 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

Particulars Tier I 
Option of selection of the Account Mandatory  

Withdrawal Facility Available  Conditional & Restricted Withdrawal  

Minimum Contribution at the time of A/c opening  Rs. 500  

Minimum amount of subsequent contribution  Rs. 500  

Minimum Contribution Required per year  Rs. 1000  

Minimum no. of contribution per year  
 

One  
 

Frequency of contribution permitted  
 

Unlimited  
 

 

 Portability features associated with NPS : 

 

 NPS account can be operated from anywhere in the country irrespective of individual 

employment and location/geography. 

 

 Subscribers can shift from one sector to another like Private to Government or vice 

versa or All Citizen Model to Corporate Model and vice versa. Hence a private citizen can 

move to Central Government, State Government etc with the same Account. Also 

subscriber can shift within sector like from one POP to another POP and from one POP-

SP to another POP-SP. Likewise an employee who leaves the employment to become a 

self-employed can continue with his/her individual contributions. If he/she enters 

reemployment he/she may continue to contribute and his/her employer may also 

contribute and so on. 

 

 The subscriber can contribute to NPS from any of the POP/ POP-SP despite not being 

registered with them and from anywhere in India. 

 

 Funds contributed by the subscribers managed under NPS : The funds contributed by 

the Subscribers are invested by the PFRDA registered Pension Fund (PFs) as per the 

investment guidelines provided by PFRDA. The investment guidelines are framed in such 

a manner that there is minimal impact on the subscribers contributions even if there is a 

market downturn by a judicious mix of investment instruments like Government 

securities, corporate bonds and Equities. At present there are 8 Pension Funds (PFs) who 

manage the subscriber funds at the option of the subscriber. 

 At present, Subscriber has option to select any one of the following eight pension funds:  

 ICICI Prudential Pension Fund 

 LIC Pension Fund Ltd 

 Kotak Mahindra Pension Fund 

 Reliance Capital Pension Fund 

 SBI Pension Fund 

 UTI Retirement Solutions Pension Fund 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 HDFC Pension Management Company Ltd 

 Birla Sunlife Pension Management Ltd. 

However, this list may undergo changes if new pension fund managers are registered by 

PFRDA or existing players are de-registered by PFRDA.  

 Different Fund Management Schemes available to the subscriber  

 

The NPS offers two approaches to invest subscriber’s money:  

 

 Active choice – Here the individual would decide on the asset classes in which the 

contributed funds are to be invested and their percentages (Asset class E, Asset Class 

C, Asset Class G and asset Class A ) 

 Auto choice -– Subscriber has the choice of three lifecycle funds i.e Aggressive Life 

Cycle Fund (LC75), Moderate Life Cycle Fund (LC50) and Conservative Life Cycle Funds 

(LC25). Under lifecycle funds, the management of investment of funds is done 

automatically based on the age of the subscriber. Moderate Lifecycle Fund (LC50) - 

This is the default option under NPS For full details, one may go through  website 

www.pfrda.org.in wherein the full details of the investment choices and fund 

management details are provided. 

 Benefits offered under NPS and when one can be withdrawn: NPS is a long term 

retirement savings scheme which builds up the pension wealth through effective 

investments of the subscriber contributions over the term of the subscriber’s 

continuation in the scheme. The greater the value of the contributions made, the 

greater the investments achieved, the longer the term over which the fund 

accumulates and the lower the charges deducted, the larger would be the eventual 

benefit of the accumulated pension wealth likely to be. The subscriber can exit from 

NPS and withdraw the accumulated pension wealth in the following manner and no 

other exits or withdrawals are permitted:  

 Upon attainment of age of 60 years: At least 40% of the accumulated pension wealth 

of the subscriber needs to be utilized for purchase of an annuity providing for the 

monthly pension of the subscriber and the balance (60%) is paid as a lump sum 

payment to the subscriber. If the total corpus is not exceeding Rs. 2 lacs, then the 

subscriber has the option to withdraw the whole corpus in lumpsum. 

 Upon Death (irrespective of cause): The entire accumulated pension wealth (100%) 

would be paid to the nominee / legal heir of the subscriber and there would not be 

any purchase of annuity/monthly pension. The nominee, if so wishes, has the option 

to purchase annuity of the total corpus.  

 

Exit from NPS before attainment of age of 60 years (irrespective of cause): At least 80% of 

the accumulated pension wealth of the subscriber needs to be utilized for purchase of an 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

annuity providing for the monthly pension of the subscriber and the balance (20%) is paid as 

a lump sum payment to the subscriber. If the total corpus is not exceeding Rs. 1 lac, then 

the subscriber has the option to withdraw the whole corpus in lumpsum. Subscriber can exit 

from NPS only after completion of minimum 10 years in NPS. 

For subscribers joining between 60-65 years: The exit conditions for subscribers joining the 

NPS beyond the age of 60 years in the NPS –Private Sector will be as under:  

(a) Normal exit: The subscriber exiting after completion of 3 years from the date of joining 

NPS. In the normal exit, the subscriber will be required to annuitize at least 40% of the 

corpus for purchase of annuity and the remaining corpus can be withdrawn in lump sum. In 

case the accumulated corpus at the time of exit is equal or less than Rs. 2 lacs, the 

subscriber will have the option to withdraw the entire corpus in lump sum. 

 (b) Premature Exit: Any exit before completion of 3 years will be treated as premature exit. 

In such case, the subscriber will be required to annuitize at least 80% of the corpus for 

purchase of annuity and the remaining corpus can be withdrawn in lump sum. In case the 

accumulated corpus at the time of exit is equal or less than Rs. 1 lac , the subscriber will 

have the option to withdraw the entire corpus in lump sum.  

(c) Exit due to the death of the subscriber: The entire corpus shall be payable to the 

nominee of the subscriber. 

 The subscribers would be able to purchase the annuities directly from the empanelled 

Annuity Service Providers as per their choice of annuity that is available in the market/with 

the ASPs. 

 Tax Benefits on Contribution to NPS : For both salaried and self-employed individuals, 

an additional deduction for investment up to Rs.50,000/- has been provided under 

section 80CCD(1B) of the Income Tax Act, 1961 which is over and above the ceiling of 

Rs.1,50,000/-. Therefore, the total deduction that can be claimed for own contribution 

to NPS can go upto Rs.2 lakh. 

Subscriber Registration 

• Vle to select National Pension Scheme (NPS) Service under Financial Inclusion on the  

https://digitalseva.csc.gov.in Portal.  

• Put Aadhaar Number of Subscriber and run the authentication process 

• Vle need to facilitate the customer to fill the form carefully. 

• Subscriber need to fill the details of nominee. If nominee is minor then guardian  

 

details are also required. After filling the nominee details kindly click on Add tab so 

that details are successfully uploaded.  

• Subscriber can select maximum 3 Nominee. 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

• Upload Subscriber Signature- Upload image with extension jpg or png or jpeg and 

maximum allowed size is 12kb 

• After finishing vle can pay the amount from the wallet and provide the receipt to 

subscriber.  

• VLE  to send the Physical copy of the Subscriber form to the address mentioned in 

the footer of the form. 

 

 Pradhan Mantri Shram Yogi Maan-dhan (PM-SYM): Government of India 

has introduced a pension scheme for unorganized workers namely Pradhan Mantri 

Shram Yogi Maan-dhan (PM-SYM) to ensure old age protection for Unorganized 

Workers.  

 

The unorganized workers mostly engaged as home based workers, street vendors, 

mid-day meal workers, head loaders, brick kiln workers, cobblers, rag pickers, 

domestic workers, washer men, rickshaw pullers, landless labourers, own account 

workers, agricultural workers, construction workers, beedi workers, handloom 

workers, leather workers, audio- visual workers and similar other occupations whose 

monthly income is Rs 15,000/ per month or less and belong to the entry age group of 

18-40 years. They should not be covered under New Pension Scheme (NPS), 

Employees’ State Insurance Corporation (ESIC) scheme or Employees’ Provident Fund 

Organisation (EPFO). Further, he/she should not be an income tax payer. 

 

 Features of PM-SYM:  It is a voluntary and contributory pension scheme, under which 

the subscriber would receive the following benefits: 

 

(i) Minimum Assured Pension: Each subscriber under the PM-SYM, shall receive 

minimum assured pension of Rs 3000/- per month after attaining the age of 60 

years. 

(ii) Family Pension: During the receipt of pension, if the subscriber dies, the spouse 

of the beneficiary shall be entitled to receive 50% of the pension received by the 

beneficiary as family pension. Family pension is applicable only to spouse. 

(iii) If a beneficiary has given regular contribution and died due to any cause (before 

age of 60 years), his/her spouse will be entitled to join and continue the scheme 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

subsequently by payment of regular contribution or exit the scheme as per 

provisions of exit and withdrawal.  

 

 Contribution by the Subscriber: PM-SYM is a voluntary and contributory pension 

scheme on a 50:50 basis where prescribed age-specific contribution shall be made by 

the beneficiary and the matching contribution by the Central Government. For 

example, if a person enters the scheme at an age of 29 years, he is required to 

contribute Rs 100/ - per month till the age of 60 years an equal amount of Rs 100/- 

will be contributed by the Central Government. 

 

 Enrolment Process under PM-SYM: The subscriber will be required to have a mobile 

phone, savings bank account and Aadhaar number. The eligible subscriber may visit 

the nearest Common Services Centres (CSC eGovernance Services India Limited 

(CSC SPV)) and get enrolled for PM-SYM using Aadhaar number and savings bank 

account/ Jan-Dhan account number on self-certification basis.  

 

 Enrolment agencies: The enrolment will be carried out by all the Common Services 

Centres. The unorganised workers may visit their nearest CSC along with their 

Aadhaar Card and Savings Bank account passbook/Jandhan account and get 

registered themselves for the Scheme. Contribution amount for the first month shall 

be paid in cash for which they will be provided with a receipt. 

 

 Fund Management: PM-SYM will be a Central Sector Scheme administered by the 

Ministry of Labour and Employment and implemented through Life Insurance 

Corporation of India and CSC eGovernance Services India Limited (CSC SPV). LIC will 

be the Pension Fund Manager and responsible for Pension pay out. The amount 

collected under PM-SYM pension scheme shall be invested as per the investment 

pattern specified by Government of India. 

 

 Exit and Withdrawal: Considering the hardships and erratic nature of employability 

of these workers, the exit provisions of scheme have been kept flexible. Exit 

provisions are as under:  

 

(i)  In case subscriber exits the scheme within a period of less than 10 years, the 

beneficiary’s share of contribution only will be returned to him with savings bank 

interestrate. 

(ii)  If subscriber exits after a period of 10 years or more but before superannuation 

age i.e. 60 years of age, the beneficiary’s share of contribution along with 

accumulated interest as actually earned by fund or at the savings bank interest rate 

whicheverishigher. 

(iii)  If a beneficiary has given regular contributions and died due to any cause, his/ 

her spouse will be entitled to continue the scheme subsequently by payment of 

regular contribution or exit by receiving the beneficiary’s contribution along with 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

accumulated interest as actually earned by fund or at the savings bank interest rate 

whicheverishigher.  

(iv)  If a beneficiary has given regular contributions and become permanently 

disabled due to any cause before the superannuation age, i.e. 60 years, and unable 

to continue to contribute under the scheme, his/ her spouse will be entitled to 

continue the scheme subsequently by payment of regular contribution or exit the 

scheme by receiving the beneficiary’s contribution with interest as actually earned 

by fund or at the savings bank interest rate whichever is higher.  

(v)  After the death of subscriber as well as his/her spouse, the entire corpus will be 

credited back to the fund. 

(vi)  Any other exit provision, as may be decided by the Government on advice of 

NSSB. 

 

 Default of Contributions: If a subscriber has not paid the contribution 

continuously he/she will be allowed to regularize his contribution by paying 

entire outstanding dues, along with penalty charges, if any, decided by the 

Government. 

 Pension Pay out: Once the beneficiary joins the scheme at the entry age of 18-

40 years, the beneficiary has to contribute till 60 years of age. On attaining the 

age of 60 years, the subscriber will get the assured monthly pension of Rs.3000/- 

with benefit of family pension, as the case may be. 

 Grievance Redressal: To address any grievances related to the scheme, 

subscriber can contact at customer care number 1800 267 6888 which will be 

available on 24*7 basis (to be effective from 15 Febraury 2019). Web portal/ app 

will also have the facility for registering the complaints. 

 
 E-Commerce: Ecommerce has allowed firms to establish a market presence, or to 

enhance an existing market position, by providing a cheaper and more efficient 
distribution chain for their products or services. One example of a firm that has 
successfully used ecommerce is Target. This mass retailer not only has physical stores, 
but also has an online store where the customer can buy everything from clothes to 
coffee makers to action figures. 
 

        Some advantages of ecommerce: 
 

 Convenience. Ecommerce can take place 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
 

 Selection. Many stores offer a wider array of products online than they do in their 
brick-and-mortar counterparts. And stores that exist only online may offer 
consumers a selection of goods that they otherwise could not access. 

 

 
 

 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

          Some Disadvantages of ecommerce: 
 

 Limited customer service. If you want to buy a computer and you’re shopping online, 
there is no employee you can talk to about which computer would best meet your 
needs. 

 No instant gratification. When you buy something online, you have to wait for it to 
be shipped to your home or office. 

 No ability to touch and see a product. Online images don’t always tell the whole 
story about an item. Ecommerce transactions can be dissatisfying when the product 
the consumer receives is different than expected. 

 
 UJALA 

 
The initiative is part of the Government of India’s efforts to spread the message of 
energy efficiency in the country. UJALA scheme aims to promote efficient use of energy 
at the residential level; enhance the awareness of consumers about the efficacy of using 
energy efficient appliances and aggregating demand to reduce the high initial costs thus 
facilitating higher uptake of LED lights by residential users. 
 

For operations kindly refer enclosed process manual. 
 
      Major Roles to be played by all VLE’s under this Service: 

 Procurement of Ujala products through Digital Seva Portal. 
 Sale of Ujala products as per the listed MRP. 
 Mandatory entry of the product issuance to each customer. This data will be 

required to process VLE payment. 
 VLEs who have received stock, have to punch on Digital Seva Portal. 

 LED MMU 

CSC PROMOTES LED BULB MANUFACTURING UNIT IN PURSUIT OF ITS MISSION TO CREATE 
ECOVILLAGES. 

 CSC SPV launched the service for LED Bulb Manufacturing to achieve our mission of 
converting rural villages into “LED Villages”. 

 Our aim is to create 100 such villages in year 2017. 

 BENEFITS OF CSC LED BULBS:- 

 LED products of CSC lasts longer because no ballast is required to ignite the bulb. 
Solid-state technology means that all light is generated electronically, eliminating the 
need for a physical spark. This means that less parts of the fixture can break, further 
reducing maintenance time. LED driver is so strong that can manage the high and 
low voltages in the Villages. 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 LED usage among our VLEs is on a steady increase in the light of Digital India and LED 
Village project. We will also help VLEs to get following registrations for their LED 
Setups: 

 Details of the units with the information: Manufacturing Units introduce by CSCSPV 
at an affordable price. 

A. TYPE LED MMU 

 Pro LED MMU Unit 
 Basic LED MMU Unit 
 Small Kit for Home Use 
 LED Raw Material 

LED light bulbs can be used anywhere to save energy and money. Available in a variety of 
shapes and sizes, these high-quality LED bulbs utilize state-of-the-art, high-performance 
technology and extremely durable. 

 SANITRY NAPKINS 
 

CSC SPV SANITARY NAPKIN assembling UNIT  

 CSC SPV has launched first of its kind MMU unit at their CSC Kendra in Telengana 
State. This MMU unit aims to assemble and manufacture sanitary pads for women’s, 
almost 15 women’s VLE are working it. 

 Only 12% of India’s 355 million menstruating women use sanitary napkins and 
approximately 88% of Indian women are using clothes, archer and husk sand. 

 CSC SPV aims to encourage and increase awareness among women to use sanitary 
pads, by “Creating awareness of menstrual hygiene”  

The main Agenda of Unit Setup: 

 Women Hygiene in India 
 Following the Traditional approach till date  
 Earning their livelihood in their house. 
 A growth rate of over 25% to 45% is expected in India for the sanitary napkins 

market, which holds a huge potential and excellent profit margin for the assembling. 

 RAILWAY TICKETING (IRCTC) 
 
CSC e-Governance Services India Limited is delivering various IRCTC services through the 
Common Services Centre Network pan India. Till August 2017, total 28,220 CSCs 
delivering service across the country.  
 
 

 PASSPORT APPLICATION  
 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 The Ministry of External Affairs, along with CSC e-Governance Services India Limited, has 

launched Passport related services through the vast network of Common Services 

Centres (CSCs) across rural hinterland.  

 

 The CSCs facilitate filling and uploading of Passport application form, payment of 

applicable fee (through debit/credit card or through SBI internet banking/challan mode) 

and scheduling of appointment for the visit to the Passport Seva Kendra (PSK) at nominal 

charge not exceeding Rs. 100/-. As per the appointment schedule, an applicant visits the 

PSK for completion of application submission process (including collection of digital 

photographs/ biometrics, verification of supporting documents and approval). 

 

 CSC VLE BAZAAR 

The journey started in 2016 when IT Minister Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad purposed that 
government must take initiative in building up rural platform. Prime focus for VLE Bazaar 
is to emerge as a strong player in the rural market by carefully identifying gaps in the 
rural market and crafting the right product offering for consumers. Our mission is to help 
these artisans create sustainable livelihoods for their families through the sale of their 
unique crafts.  

We create economic opportunities for artisan groups around the country where 
livelihoods, communities, and craft traditions are marginal or at risk. We offer access to 
new markets, business training, eco-effective processes and design innovation through a 
network of partners to promote sustainable growth and community well-being.  

The initiative will transform the practice of this culturally rich and marketable craft into a 
competitive and profitable economic activity, benefiting not only 2,000 women artisans 
directly but also their families, communities. 

                    

          

                      

Create profile at 
Vlebazaar

Browse the 
products

‘’Buy’’ your 
desired product

Choose your 
mode of payment 
&  confirm order

Receive 
confirmation mail 

for your order



                                                                                     

 
 
 

                                 Process flow for buying on VLE Bazaar    

 

                               

                          Process flow for being a seller on VLE Bazaar 

 

 Wifi Choupal 
 

 CSC Wi-Fi Choupal Services India Private Limited is a subsidiary incorporated under 

Companies Act 2013 by CSC e Governance Services India Limited, a special purpose 

vehicle (SPV) set up by Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, Government 

of India to enable internet connectivity at Gram Panchayat. 

 To realize the vision of Digital India programme into digitally empowered society and 

knowledge economy CSC Wi-Fi Choupal was introduced to enable last mile delivery of 

internet connectivity through Wi-Fi/Wireless and bridge the urban rural divide. 

 CSC Wi-Fi Choupal initiative encapsulates enabling of Wi-Fi Service in 2.5 lakh Gram 

Panchayat by deploying low cost infrastructure thereby delivering services at an 

affordable price and reliable access of internet. CSC Wi-Fi Choupal makes requisite policy 

for facilitating internet service by integrating it with BharatNet end point/or any other 

service providers at Gram Panchayats (GP) providing last mile connectivity. 

Wi-Fi Choupal essentially facilitates a Service Delivery ecosystem which can be used to 

deliver the following services:- 

 Hi Speed Internet Access across village  
 Free Wi-Fi calling solution  
 Video Calling between local Smartphone possible without using telecom billing 

Register on VLE 
bazaar 

Apply as a 
Vendor 

Manage your 
products/Orders 

on dashboard

Invoice will be 
generated as per 

order received

Ship the order  to 
along with 
invoice and 

standard CSC 
logistics

Update the 
tracking ID and 

shipping status of 
order

Track delivery 
detail of order 

When order 
delivered, change 

status to 
delivered

Online selling 
successful!!!



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 Streaming of Audio/Video Content (entertainment, edutainment and infotainment) 
over Smartphone and Tablets 

 Mobile Commerce 

 English Speaking  
 

It has always been considered to be very essential to learn English in India. As British ruled 

India for more than 250 years there is a great influence of English language in India. Since 

then the elite class in the urban society used the language to communicate with the English 

people. English had always been treated as foreign language or the second language but it is 

considered to be one of the most important languages as it is one of the official languages in 

India. 

In India 80% people are from the rural background who can't afford to educate their 

children which leads to unemployment. The so called developed countries are off shoring 

jobs to India, as they are getting the job done in a very cheap rate. So there is a big t scope 

to find job in this sector, but unfortunately there are few candidates who are fluent with the 

language. English has emerged as a global language. Knowledge of English helps one grow 

professionally. Students in rural areas are at a disadvantage as far as English language skills 

are concerned and miss career opportunities due to this. In order to empower the rural 

youth, CSC SPV along with Gurukul Online Learning Solutions (GOLS) is providing a basic 

online English course, ‘English for Aam Aadmi’.  

It is a bi-lingual course and anybody who speaks and reads Hindi can learn it. And for those 

who do not understand Hindi, there is a special module on Conversational English. The 

course teaches English as a means of oral communication, familiarising learners with the 

English alphabets, word formation, and sentence construction.   

CSC SPV offers English speaking courses like: 

1) CSC SPV and Gurukul Online Learning Solution (GOLS) have come together with the 

objective of providing higher and professional education, skill development and 

vocational education to the rural community. The course is based on four basic 

principles of language development - Listening, Reading, Writing and Speaking. It gives 

an in-depth knowledge of English as a means of oral communication, making learners 

familiar with the letters of the English alphabet, word formation, sentence construction 

and everyday English speaking.  

 
2) English is getting more important every day - it is a global language, spoken as a first 

language by more than 400 million people around the world and as a second language 

by approximately one billion people. It is the primary language in a number of countries, 

including the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia and Singapore and is also one 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

of the official languages of South Africa. Estimates suggest that when native and non-

native speakers are combined. In addition to the sheer number of English speakers on 

the planet, English is becoming more important every day in terms of career 

progression. This is because it is the dominant language in diplomacy, business, 

television, film, music, science, radio and information technology. Indeed, it is the 

primary language used on the world wide web and is also utilised as programming 

language, meaning that many careers require at least a basic ability to speak the 

language. 

 

As a result of its increased global use, especially in industry, politics and online, learning 

English is now more important and beneficial than ever before. English speaking courses 

can play a vital role in opening up a number of new career options, as well as unlocking a 

range of other experiences. This is where Lingcod’s online language school can be of 

service. 

 

 
3) British Council  
 
British Council has introduced an exciting new speaking skills course in all its Teaching 

Centres – Chennai, Kolkata and New Delhi. Our Spoken English courses are available at a 

range of levels and are designed to develop your speaking, listening and pronunciation skills 

for more effective communication in social, study and professional situations. These courses 

will develop your confidence in using English through conversation activities, public 

speaking, extempore, interview skills and group discussions.  

 
The British Council teaches over 30,000 students annually which means we understand the 

needs of our students and the challenges face. We aim to create an environment that 

is fun and interactive because we believe that if learners enjoy their classes, they are more 

motivated to progress in their studies. We aim to create an environment that is fun and 

interactive because we believe that if learners enjoy their classes, they are more motivated 

to progress in their studies. 

 

Enroll for the right course and learn from our professional teachers who hold internationally 

recognized qualifications in teaching English. Our material gives you practical experience 

and skills to improve your English language abilities. Our specially designed courses are for 

adults looking to improve their proficiency in English. Whether you want to improve your 

overall communication, take an English exam, or simply want to develop your spoken 

English skills, we have the right course for you. All successful students will receive a British 

Council certificate at the end of the course. An introductory workshop by CSC SPV and 

“Khan Academy” was organised for the VLEs to expose them to the Khan Academy platform  

and content 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

4) Levels of English learning courses :  
 

                                                                                                                                       Advanced 
                                                                                                  

                                                                                             Upper Intermediate                                                                        
                                                                                                               

                                                               Intermediate 
                                                    
                                                  Pre Intermediate                                         
                              
                        Elementary      

     Starter 

 

 

 

A Edutech in collaboration with British Council has designed and developed English strokes 

that bring together English and Cricket. Every candidate who will successfully complete the 

course and the activities will be awarded a certificate by British Council. It is British Council 

certified content. It is designed to let you have lots of fun and learn along the way Variety of 

listening activities, video content, games, Anecdotes, cricketer’s profiles, conversations, 

cricketing facts, fun tasks and language exercises.  

Course Details: The candidates will get three months learning through online portal- course 
curriculum  (2 hours of courses and can be re-taken by student as many times during 
duration of 3 months, plus a certificate from British Council upon successful completion of 
the activities) 

Course benefits: 

 Kris Shrikant will take student on a remarkable journey that will not only give the 
students skills to learn English, but also be a great experience which will leave them 
wanting more. 

  Course  provide hours of special activities and games that will help students get an all-
round education, allowing them to evolve like complete cricketers who have been put 
through their paces. 

 Student can learn English in a very interactive medium. 

Other Details: 

 Learn English from experts (British Council) 

 Duration of course 3 months  

 Learning at own places and with ease 

 Certificate from British Council 

 A0 

 A1 

  A2 

  B1 

 

   B2 

  C1 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 7th Economic Census 
 

 Background and Objectives for 7th Economic Census 

The non-farm economic activities carried out in India have a lot of diversity in terms of 

organization and management. They are carried out by units registered / licensed under 

various laws and regulations or by self-employed / own account establishments not 

registered / licensed. Some of them operate in fixed visible premises and some operate 

within household categorized as invisible units. The mode of operation could also vary from 

seasonal / casual to perennial. Some may be focused on servicing specific needs (e.g. OEMs 

for automotive companies) & some may be dealing in multiple activities (e.g. retail shops 

having a food stall & a mobile repair shop). 

With so much diversity, the units engaged in non-farm economic activities, if measured 

properly, will give indications about location-wise economic activities, occupations, 

employment and relatively inactive locations in terms of the characteristics measured. 

Conducting periodic Economic Census has been the means of measuring the diversity of 

non-farm economic activities in all its major dimensions.  

 In respect of units operating in fixed premises/ locations, the Economic Census is 

expected to provide updates on units actually operative to the concerned registering 

/ licensing authorities, most of whom have no mechanism to maintain live registers.  

 In respect of units without fixed premises /location and invisible units, the Economic 

Census is expected to provide location-wise information on number of units along 

with other characteristics.  

 The census also provides information on clustering of various economic activities/ 

occupations at different locations and on lack of adequate involvement in such 

vocations in some locations.  

Statistical measurement of non-farm sector requires differential treatment in coverage of 

units both larger and smaller in size. Larger units will be organized into a dynamic register, 

known as ‘Business Register’. The other components (unorganized or informal sector) will 

be organized into location-wise information, to be used as frame for conducting periodic 

sample surveys for further studies. 

 Broad Governance & Operational Structure 

The Government had appointed a Task Force on Improving Employment Data in May, 

2017, under the Chairpersonship of Vice Chairman, NITI Aayog to suggest ways and 

means of improving employment data.  



                                                                                     

 
 
 

The Task Force made various recommendations in its report submitted in August, 2017, 

including that the Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation may undertake 

the Economic Census every 3 years, beginning with the 7th Economic Census so that 

more frequent information on the various economic characteristics of establishments 

are made available. 

Based upon learnings of previous Economic Censuses, it is proposed to conduct the 7th 

Economic Census in 2019 with advanced ICT tools and applications. The 7th Economic 

Census will be conducted using state-of –the-art ICT platform that would facilitate:  

 Geo-codes embedded data collection on mobile devises 

 Real – time data validation and scrutiny  

 Monitoring and supervision using interactive MIS dashboards  

 Key Stakeholders 

Ministry of Statistics & Programme Implementation (MOSPI) will be conducting the 7th 

Economic Census of India. For this purpose the following Committees have been formed for 

guidance, directions & approvals:  

 Steering Committee 

 Expert Group  

 IT Committee  

Implementing Agency:  

Common Services Centers (CSC) e-Governance Services Limited (a Special Purpose Vehicle 

company) formed under the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY), 

Government of India has been selected as the implementation agency for the development 

of desired ICT platform system and conduct fieldwork for 7th Economic Census.  

CSC-SPV has a network of CSCs created under National; e-Governance Plan (NeGP) as core 

front end infrastructure at the Gram Panchayat level (called Village Level Entrepreneur – 

VLE). CSCs are the access points for delivery of essential public utility services, social welfare 

schemes, healthcare, financial, education and agriculture services, apart from host of B2C 

services to citizens in rural and remote areas of the country.  

It is a pan-India network catering to regional, geographic, linguistic and cultural diversity of 

the country, thus enabling the Government’s mandate of a socially, financially and digitally 

inclusive society. 

CSC shall mobilize and engage required manpower for a successful conduct of the 7th EC. 

Following major activities are to be undertaken by CSC-SPV 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 Development of IT Application for accomplishing the conduct of 7th EC 

 Data Preparation – to ensure best usage of administrative datasets and information 

available with central / state government enterprise registers 

 Deployment of field enumerators and supervisors 

 Train the VLE staff/additional resources deployed by CSC for the enumeration and 

supervision work. This trained manpower will be undertaking examination to qualify as 

enumerator or supervisor for the 7th EC. The shortlisted candidates would be certified and 

they would be eligible for conducting 7th EC survey and/or supervision 

 Deploy certified manpower and provide access to CSC network/mobile application for data 

collection. Subsequently augment manpower for data collection & supervision and ensure 

quality & coverage, wherever necessary 

 Continuous training and capacity building of enumerators / supervisors through audio / 

video tutorials, FAQs, helpdesk support, webinar, etc 

 Data Collection – to collect 7th EC household and establishment information along with their 

geo coordinates through mobile application, developed by CSC 

 Data Validation – to ensure that the 7th EC data quality and coverage is conforming to 

benchmarks and norms 

 Monitoring and supervision Dashboard – to monitor the progress of 7th EC activities and 

release of milestones  

 Data Dissemination – to make available the 7th EC data to stakeholders for information and 

analysis 

 Technical Support Group (TSG) to support MOSPI in the smooth rollout of the 7th EC project, 

coordination with various stakeholders, monitoring & management of the project  

     

 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 

 DRONE: Orientation of Drone Technology 

 
 Introduction to Drones 

 

 

 

 Who can fly a Drone 

Individuals who have purchased or are looking to purchase their first UAV & have 

little or no experience in the operation of the drone. Like having a Driver’s License to 

drive any ground vehicle a Drone operator also needs to be adequately trained and 

then certified before he or she flies a Drone. Below are few examples on who can fly 

the Drones. 
 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 History of Drones 

 

 

 Father of Drone 

 
 

 From UAV to UCAV  

 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 

 Types of Drones 

 

 Hobby Drones 

 

 Commercial Drones 

 

 Industrial Drones 

 
• Oil and Gas 

• Scientific Research 

• Pollution Monitoring 

• Criminal and terrorist 

• Agriculture 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 

 Military Drones  

 

 

 Variant 

• Multi Rotor Drones 

• Fixed Wing Drones 

• Single Rotor Helicopter 

• Fixed Wing Hybrid VTOL 

 

 Sizes 

 

• Very Small Drones 

• Mini Drones 

• Medium Drones 

• Large Drones 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                     

 
 
 

 Training  

 

 

 Safety Management for UAVs 

 

 

 Interaction between the operator and observer 

 Weather and environmental issues 

 Maintaining a safe distance from the UAS 

 Ensuring airworthiness of a drone 

 Pre – flight and post – flight checks 

 

 Environmental Hazards 

 

 

 Privacy Issues 
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MODULE 5 DIGITAL SEVA PORTAL 

 

Structure of the Unit 

 

1.0    Objective of the module 

1.1    About Digital Seva Portal 

1.2    The list of CSC service catalogue 
       1.3    Services under Digital Seva Portal   

1.4     EDUCATION SERVICES 

1.5    CAD Course 

 

 

1.0 Objective of the module: 

The objective of this module is to provide the complete understanding of Digital Seva 

Connect to the audience. This guide provides details on how to integrate CSC Digital Seva 

Portal (DSC) at their web applications to enable user logins to CSC user’s viz., Village Level 

Entrepreneur. 

 

1.1  About Digital Seva Portal :   

Digital Seva Connect is an identity solution to sign into the Service Access Provider (SAP) 

portals quickly and securely using their hat helps the common service centre users CSC login 

credentials and do business transactions for the services.  Digital Seva Portal is a secure 

authentication system for connecting our users to services available in the portal. 

 Connect Features 

 

 Real & Validated Identity: The CSC users are prior verified using the Aadhaar e-KYC 

service for their real identity which becomes their CSC profile. 

 Cross Platform: Connect is built using open standards and is available for the most 

common application platforms. 

 Works along your User authentication system: Connect would always complement your 

existing user account system by providing an option to login using the connect service. 

 User Control Data Share : Being Transparent & open gives more freedom and builds 

users trust and connect ensures that the same is achieved by providing its users control 

over the application permissions where user allows access they allow to share. 
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 Streamlined experience: Streamline experience with just only one user ID to remember 

and to login for CSC users. 

 Convenient : Convenience with fewer details to be refilled with new logins 

 Security: Provide peace of mind as CSC would ensure end to end encryption of all data 

shared with merchant. 

 Easy access: Enabling DSC also provide easy access to our pay services where users can 

check out merchant products and services to interact with the wallet to enable online 

payment processing. 

 

1.2  The list of CSC service catalogue is as follows 
 

 

S No Service Name 

1.  Digi Pay – AePS 

2.  Insurance 

3.  Banking 

4.  Pension 

5.  Aadhaar Services 

6.  UCL 

7.  Digital Seva Kendra(DSK) 

8.  UJALA 

9.  LED MMU 

10.  Sanitary Napkins 

11.  Railway Ticketing (IRCTC) 

12.  Passport Applications 

13.  Education 

14.  Health Care Services 

15.  Skill Development  

16.  CSC VLE Bazaar 

17.  GST 

18.  Electricity Bill Payment 

19.  Election 

20.  WiFi Choupal 

21.  New Services 

22.  Helpdesk and Ticker Generation 
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How to Log In? 

 

Link for the Digital Seva Portal is https://digitalseva.csc.gov.in/ 

                         

                                                              Fig 1: Log In page of Digital Seva Portal 

 

1.3  Services under Digital Seva Portal   

                     

                                                            Fig 2: Services of Digital Seva Portal 

 

 Governments to Citizen Services (G2C):  G2C concept is used for expressing the 

relationship between public administration and citizens.  

 

The Common Services Centers (CSCs) are ICT enabled front end service delivery 

points at the village level for delivery of Government, Financial, Social and 
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Private Sector services in the areas of agriculture, health, education, 

entertainment, FMCG products, banking, insurance, pension, utility payments, 

etc. 

 

  Financial Services: CSC SPV as a corporate Banking Correspondent has signed 

agreement with 42 Banks (Public Sector Banks, Regional Rural Bank and Private 

Sector Banks) for enabling CSCs to become Banking Correspondent Agents / 

Customer service points that deliver various banking and financial services in a 

number of States across the country.  

 

a) Income Tax Filing: Income Tax is a kind of tax that is imposed by the 

government directly on the annual income of an individual. Income tax is 

imposed on both earned and unearned income. Earned income includes 

salary, wage, etc., and unearned income includes interest, rent, etc.  

 

Every Indian citizen who earns an income has to pay income tax at the end of 

the financial year. The interest rate varies depending on the income tax slab. 

Income Tax Return is a proof that you have paid your income tax. It contains 

details about your annual income and the amount of tax you have paid. Every 

year, Indian citizens who earn taxable income have to file Income Tax Return 

(ITR). 

 

b) Life Insurance / Non Life Insurance (Medical) : Health insurance is a type of 

insurance coverage that pays for medical and surgical expenses incurred by 

the insured. Health insurance can reimburse the insured for expenses incurred 

from illness or injury, or pay the care provider directly. It is often included in 

employer benefit packages as a means of enticing quality employees. 

 

c) General Insurance (Fire, Earthquake, Etc...): General insurance provides 

payments depending on the loss from a particular financial event. General 

insurance is typically defined as any insurance that is not determined to be life 

insurance. 

 

d) Motor Insurance: A motor insurance policy is a mandatory policy issued by an 
insurance company as part of prevention of public liability to protect the 
general public from any accident that might take place on the road. The law 
mandates that every owner of a motor vehicle must have one motor 
insurance policy. 

 
e) Two Wheeler Insurance: Two wheeler Insurance covers against property 

damage, loss, death or bodily injury to a third party because of an accident 
caused by the insured two wheeler. 
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 APY / PMJJY / PMSBY : 
 
 

a) Atal Pension Yojana (previously known as Swavalamban Yojana) is a government-
backed pension scheme in India targeted at the unorganized sector. It was originally 
mentioned in the 2015 Budget speech by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley in February 
2015. It was formally launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 9 May in Kolkata. 

 
b) The Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana (PMJJBY) is one of the several 

ambitious social security programmes initiated by Narendra Modi. It is basically a term 
life insurance policy that can be renewed either on a yearly basis or for a longer period 
of time. It will provide life insurance coverage on the death of the policyholder. 

 
c) Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana (PMSBY) is one of three social security 

schemes that the government had announced in the 2015 Budget. The other two being 

Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana (PMJJBY) and the Atal Pension Yojana (APY).  

 

 Banking Services ( CSP / BC  / IMPS ) : Banking can be defined as the business activity 
of accepting and safeguarding money owned by other individuals and entities, and 
then lending out this money in order to earn a profit.  However, with the passage of 
time, the activities covered by banking business have widened and now various other 
services are also offered by banks.  The banking services these days include issuance of 
debit and credit cards, providing safe custody of valuable items, lockers, ATM services 
and online transfer of funds across the country / world. 

 

 Insurance Premium Collection Services: Insurance premium is a specified amount 
stipulated by the insurance company, which the insured individual should periodically 
pay to maintain the actual coverage of insurance.  

 
 

 AADHAAR Services:  Aadhaar is a 12-digit unique identification number issued by the 
Indian government to every individual resident of India. Below are the following services 
provided by CSC. 

 
a) Aadhaar Demographic Update:  The update process using UCL allows the resident to 

update the demographic details if any after the resident has been allotted an AADHAAR 
number. Update process accepts the details as requested by the resident, authenticates 
the details with resident’s single fingerprint bio-metric and sends it to the server to be 
updated in the central repository. Update process up-dates the details and generates a 
print receipt bearing the changes which have been requested by the resident. 

 
b) Aadhaar Mobile Update: There are various benefits of linking your mobile number to 

your Aadhaar. One can e-verify your income tax return using Aadhaar. In this process an 
OTP is sent to the mobile number linked to your Aadhaar. Also the personal details can 
be update to the Aadhaar online by using an OTP. 
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c) Best Finger Detection: To educate citizens on their suitable fingers 

for biometric authentication, UIDAI has developed a protocol called 
BFD. All ten fingerprints along with the Aadhaar number are sent to 
CIDR, which in turn returns a response indicating which fingers are 
best suited for Aadhaar biometric authentication. 

 
d) Aadhaar eKYC PVC Print  : PVC or Plastic Aadhaar Card is the  

printed form of Aadhaar details on a plastic sheet that 
serves/works/values same as the copy of original Aadhaar Card, which is easy to carry, 
maintain and also acts as an identity card. An add-on service in the kitty. The cards are 
printed using the eKYC service of Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI). The 
person will have to provide the credentials of his Aadhaar Number, the registered 
mobile number or his/her biometric details (either fingerprints or iris scans) on the basis 
of which the online verification process would be carried out. On successful verification 
and authentication, the PVC Aadhaar cards would be printed and handed over to the 
person. 

 

 Aadhaar Enabled Payment System (AePS) : Aadhaar Enabled Payment System is a way 

to get money from the bank account. This system of getting money neither requires 

your signature nor Debit card. You don’t even need to visit a bank branch for getting 

money through the Aadhaar Enabled Payment System. Rather, it uses Aadhaar data for 

the authentication. Like UPI and USSD, this is another initiative by the NPCI. 

 

The objective of AADHAAR Enabled Payment System (AEPS) is to empower a bank 

customer to use AADHAAR to access his/her AADHAAR – enabled bank account and 

perform basic banking transactions that are intra-bank or interbank in nature through a 

business correspondent. It serves another important goal of RBI in electrification of 

retail payments. It would enable banks to route the AADHAAR -initiated interbank 

transactions through a central switching and clearing agency. It would facilitate 

disbursements of government entitlements like NREGA, social security pension, 

handicapped old age pension, etc, of any central or state government bodies, using 

AADHAAR and authentication thereof as supported by UIDAI. Another important goal 

AADHAAR Enabled Payment System (AEPS) serves is to facilitate inter-operability across 

banks in a safe and secured manner. AADHAAR Enabled Payment System (AEPS) allows 

online interoperable financial inclusion transaction at PoS (MicroATM) through the 

Business correspondent of any bank using the AADHAAR authentication. 

 Benefits of Aadhaar Enabled Payment System 

 You can perform financial and non-financial transaction through the banking 
correspondent. 
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 A banking correspondent of any bank can do the specified transaction of any bank. 
 There is no need of signature or debit card. 
 It is fast and secure. No one can forge your fingerprint. 
 Banking correspondent can reach to the distant rural place with the micro POS. 

 
 

 Transactions through the AEPS: The Aadhaar Enabled Payment System gives you 
banking facility on the go. However, it gives you only basic services. These 4 services can 
be done through the AEPS. 

 Balance Enquiry       
 Cash Deposit 
 Cash Withdrawal 
 Aadhaar to Aadhaar Fund Transfer 

Except Fund transfer, you can perform all the transactions through the bank correspondent 
of any bank. For fund transfer, you need the BC of your own bank. 
 

 Requirements for AEPS     
                         

Through the Aadhaar Enabled Payment System, you can get money without producing 
any paper or card. However, your Aadhaar number should be registered with Bank 
Account. If you did not linked your Aadhaar with a bank account the Aadhaar Enabled 
Pay-ment System would not be useful to you. For AEPS transaction, you need following 
Information. 

 Aadhaar Number 
 Bank IIN or Name 
 Fingerprint 

 

It means you have to only remember your Aadhaar number to do 
the banking. It is just like remembering own mobile number.   
    

 Why Aadhaar for Authentication 
 

Remember, at the time of Aadhaar enrolment, your fingerprints and iris image were taken. 
These biometric data gets linked to the given Aadhaar number. These biometric data is 
unique to a person. No two person have the same iris image or fingerprints.  Thus, your 
Aadhaar number can be verified by your finger prints. This biometric authentication makes 
Aadhaar the perfect proof for the banking transactions. Indeed, It has replaced the 
signature. 

 How Aadhaar Authentication Works 

Suppose, you claim to be Vijay and produce the Aadhaar number of Vijay. To verify it, bank 
official would take your fingerprints in a machine. The machine gives the fingerprint details 
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to Aadhaar Payment app. The app immediately tallies your fingerprints with the fingerprints 
of the given Aadhaar. If it matches, the system would permit for the transaction. In case of 
mismatch, the system would not do any transaction. 

 How Aadhaar Enabled Payment System Works 

It surprising that only through the Aadhaar number you can access your bank account. But it 
is possible because the Aadhaar is linked to your bank account. This linking leads you to your 
bank account. The fingerprint is authenticated by the UIDAI. In response to a transaction, 
UIDAI tells to the bank about the authenticity of the user. Once, UIDAI authenticates, the 
bank gives green signal to the transaction. 

Thus, in the Aadhaar Enabled Payment System 6 institutions are involved. 

 You, the bank customer 
 Banking correspondent – The facilitator of AEPS 
 The bank of BC – The bank to which banking correspondent is attached 
 Your Bank – the bank with which you held the bank account 
 NPCI – It does switching, clearing and settlement of transactions 
 UIDAI – For finger-print authentication         

 Agricultural Services: Agricultural is the practice of farming, including cultivation of the 
soil for the growing of crops to provide food, wool and other products. Following are the 
services provided by CSC. 
 

a) Agricultural Machine Store: Agricultural Machine Store basically  for Agricultural 
equipment is any kind of machinery used on a farm to help with farming.  

 
b) Online Store: Online shopping is a form of electronic commerce which allows consumers 

to directly buy goods or services from a seller over the Internet using a web browser. 
 
c) Rastriya Kisan Vikas Yojna (RKVY) : The National Development Council has ratified a 

major scheme to raise investment in the sector at the same time by considering the agro 
climatic conditions and other aspects prevailing at the state and district levels. Given 
these problems and prospects in agriculture, the NDC has launched the Rashtriya Krishi 
Vikas Yojana (RKVY) in 2007-2008. 

 
d) Fertilizer / Pesticide / Fungicide :  

 

 Fertilizer: Fertilizer is a substance such as solid animal waste or a chemical mixture that 
you spread on the ground in order to make plants grow more successfully. 

 

 Pesticide:  Pesticides are substances that are meant to control Pests & weeds. A 
pesticides is a chemical or biological agent (such as a Virus, bacterium, antimicrobial or 
disinfectant) that deters, incapacitates, Kills or discourages pests. 
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 Fungicide: Fungicides are biocidal chemical compounds or biological organisms used to 
kill fungi or fungal spores. ... Fungi can cause serious damage in agriculture, resulting in 
critical losses of yield, quality, and profit.  

                           
 KCC Preparation: Registration of the farmers is done by Kisan Call Centre Agent at the 

Kisan Call Centre who records personal details of the farmer in the Kisan Knowledge 

Management System (KKMS). Farmers can call up Kisan Call Center (KCC) through a toll 

free number 1800-180-1551. Farmer is then asked to opt for his mode of receiving 

information/advice i.e. Text message (SMS) or Voice message Preferred language 

options are then entered. Hindi and English option are given all over India while Regional 

Language as state specific. 

 
 E-kisan Seva: KISAN e SEVA is a virtual E-shop for farmers, which is the First farmer E-

shop in south India to launch complete range of agro-inputs & agro-services . We have 
linked complete Agro-products under one roof ‘KISAN e SEVA’ to facilitate farmers. 

 
 Banking and Pension Services: Under Financial Inclusion Services, CSC SPV seeks to 

leverage the national network of CSCs to meet the government’s mandate of financial 
inclusion by connecting citizens in rural and remote areas particularly women and 
marginalized communities with mainstream financial services banking, insurance and 
pension.     

 

 Digital Banking: Digital banking is the move to online banking where banking services 
are delivered over the internet. The advantages for banks and customers are providing 
more convenient and faster banking services. The shift from traditional to digital banking 
has been gradual and should be rather described in degrees of service digitization than 
through a categorization into yes and no. It involves high levels of process automation 
and web-based services and may include APIs enabling cross-institutional service 
composition to deliver banking products and provide transactions. It provides the ability 
for users to access financial data through desktop, mobile and ATM services 

   
 
a) RAP Registration: Rural Authorized Person (RAP) is an individual who has a license to 

solicit or negotiate an Insurance policy with a client on behalf of the insurance 
companies. 
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                                             Log In page for RAP Registration for VLE 

 

 RAP REGISTRATION PROCESS 

All VLE’s can register for RAP Insurance service through Digital Seva Portal. The URL to 

register for this service and appear for the IRDAI exam is http://13.126.173.165/insurance/ 

 

The below process flow depicts the life cycle of becoming a RAP from VLE. 

 
 

 

 

OPEN VLE RAP 
REGISTRATION OPTION

COMPLETE AND SUBMIT 
THE FORM USING EKYC

MAKE FEE PAYMENT 
TOWARDS LICENSING 
AND EXAMINATION

STUDY THE TRAINING 
MODULES AND 

COMPLETE ASSIGMENTS

APPEAR FOR ONLINE 
EXAMINATION 

VLE  BECOMES LICENSED 
RAP AFTER PASSING THE 

EXAM

RAP STARTS ISSUING 
POLICIES 
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 The registration and licensing fee is Rs 350 for the first attempt.  

 A VLE can reappear for exam by paying a fee of Rs 175, if they are unable to 

clear their exam in first attempt. 

 The training modules are available in English, Hindi, Gujarati and Bengali. We are 

in process of adding modules in more regional languages. 

 The examination can be given in English, Hindi, Gujarati and Bengali language 

from Mon-Friday between 10 AM to 4PM (excluding Saturday, Sunday & 

Gazetted holidays). 

 The time of exam is of one hour duration which comes in Multiple Choice 

Questions. 

 A laptop/desktop with internet connection and web camera are required to 

attempt the exam. 

 

POLICY SOURCING 

 

 Once a VLE becomes licensed RAP, Insurance service will be enabled on Digital 

Seva Portal. 

 

 A RAP can sell the following Insurance products through CSC Digital Seva Portal. 

 

PRODUCT DETAILS COMMISSION 

Life Insurance Term & Variable Insurance Plan 5% of Premium 

Life Insurance KHATA – Single Premium Plan 8.5% of the Premium 

Motor Insurance Third Party (Liability) Insurance Rs 50 Per Policy 
Motor Insurance Motor Package Policy(First Party) 10% of the Own Damage 

Premium 

Personal Accidental Insurance   15% of the Premium 

Health Insurance Insurance for Individual & entire family 15% of the Premium 

PradhanMantriFasalBimaYojana (Non 
Loanee Farmers) 

Kharib & Rabi Season Crop Insurance Rs 30 per Application 

Fire and Allied Perils Protection against loss or damage to 
property due to fire or perils 

10% of the Premium 

Farmer Package Policy Covers both the personal assets of the 
farmer and also the assets which help 
him in earning his livelihood. 

15% of the Premium 

Agriculture Pumpset Insurance Provides cover for Centrifugal Pump Sets 
and submersible pump sets used for 
agricultural purposes only. 

15% of the Premium 

Cattle Insurance Insurance of Mitch Cows, Goats etc 15% of the Premium 
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b) Basic Banking Course: Courses regarding banking services. 
 
c) Life Certificate (LIC): Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) is an Indian state-owned 

insurance group and investment company. 
 

d) Pin Pad Device Payment Service: A PIN pad or PIN entry device is an electronic device 
used in a debit, credit or smart card-based transaction to accept and encrypt the 
cardholder's personal identification number (PIN). 

 
 

1.4 EDUCATION SERVICES: Education Services leverage Information and communication 
Technologies to create awareness and empower citizens on digital technologies, financial 
management, legal rights and facilitate educational services in rural areas. 
 

 Tally Certification: Tally Certified Program is a transaction service CSC has launched 
through Digital Seva Portal. It will be an online process, where candidate have to choose 
one correct answer from the given options. 

 

 E Legal Consultancy: Citizens particularly in rural locations are not aware about legal 
entitlements which the constitution has provided. As a result of this they are trapped in 
various legal cases and they are also not aware with whom to discuss the matter. In 
order to reduce the gap and provide legal help, CSC SPV collaborated with National 
University of Juridical Sciences (NUJS) to provide e legal consultancy through pool of 
lawyers using the platform of CSCs spread across India. The service seeks to provide 
legal consultancy to citizens though the CSCs present in rural locations at their 
doorsteps. 

 
 Digital Teacher:  Digital learning is any type of learning that is facilitated by technology 

or by instructional practice that makes effective use of technology. It encompasses the 
application of a wide spectrum of practices including: blended and virtual learning. 
Educational technologies are beginning to impact all aspects of teaching and learning. 
Students read their texts as e-books on computers, tablets, and even cellphones, and 
communicate about assignments at a distance electronically. Digital tools help teachers 
manage their classrooms, communicate with students and parents, enhance learning 
with videos, simulations, and other multimedia accouterments, and assess student 
learning.  

 

 Open Schooling: The National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) and CSC SPV joined 
hands to make CSCs as NIOS Facilitation Centers. Under this partnership, CSCs can 
promote the Open Schooling in Rural India, Register Students, Pay Registration and 
Examination Fee; Know the Status of Admission, and Declare Results. 

 

 Khan Academy: Khan Academy is an NGO working to provide world-class education 
absolutely free of cost. Anyone can visit their website and register as a student, parent 
or teacher and begin their learning journey. 
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 ITI Online Application: Industrial Training Institute (ITI) is Govt. of Delhi Institution. The 
foundation stone was laid by Sh. Bhagwan Sahai ICS. Generally a person who has 
successfully completed 10th standard is eligible to get admission in Government 
approved ITI courses. Students who are 8th passed can get admission for Plumber, 
Welder (Gas & Electric), Wireman courses and course duration will be for 1 year and for 
rest of the courses the duration will be for 4 semester or 2 years. 

 
 IIT/JEE/BITSAT/NEET Preparation: CSC VLEs have the chance of a lifetime to participate 

in selling India’s best product for IIT and Medical entrance exams. This product will be 
available for all exams across India including Board exams. This product is the best in the 
country. It guarantees score improvement without study by pointing out careless 
mistakes and other reasons why students lose marks. This is without even increasing 
knowledge. 

 
 
a) FREE Education (PMGDISHA/Cyber Gram Yojana/ English Speaking Source) 

 

 PMGDISHA: Pradhan Mantri Gramin Digital Saksharta Abhiyaan is the scheme to make 

six crore persons in rural areas, across States/UTs, digitally literate, reaching to around 

40% of rural households by covering one member from every eligible household. The 

Scheme would empower the citizens in rural areas by training them to operate 

computer or digital access devices (like tablets, smart phones etc.), send and receive e-

mails, browse Internet, access Government services, search for information, undertake 

digital payment etc.  

And hence enable them to use the Information Technology and related applications 

especially Digital Payments to actively participate in the process of nation building. The 

Scheme aims to bridge the digital divide, specifically targeting the rural population 

including the marginalised sections of society like Scheduled Castes (SC) / Scheduled 

Tribes (ST), Minorities, Below Poverty Line (BPL), women and differently-abled persons 

and minorities. 

 Cyber Gram Yojana: Multi-sectoral Development Programme (MsDP) aims at improving 
the socio-economic conditions of minorities and providing basic amenities to them for 
improving the quality of life of the people and reducing imbalances in the identified 
minority concentration areas. As we are living in a digital society, it is felt that to achieve 
the objective of programme, it is necessary to equip the targeted group with knowledge 
of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and enabling them to use ICT 
services in their day to day work. This will bring them greater access to information and 
new forms of social interaction and cultural expression which ultimately leads to achieve 
objective of programme.  The Cyber Gram initiative under Multi- sectoral Development 
Programme is an effort in achieving this target.  

 
 
b)  CCC / CCC+: These courses are designed to aim at imparting a basic level IT Literacy 

programme for the common man. This programme has essentially been conceived with 
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an idea of giving an opportunity to the common man to attain computer literacy thereby 
contributing to increased and speedy PC penetration in different walks of life. After 
completing the course the incumbent should be able to the use the computer for basic 
purposes of preparing his personnel/business letters, viewing information on internet 
(the web), receiving and sending mails, preparing his business presentations, preparing 
small databases etc. This helps the small business communities, housewives, etc. to 
maintain their small accounts using the computers and enjoy in the world of Information 
Technology. This course is, therefore, designed to be more practical oriented. 

 
 
c) Super 30 (Books/Sample paper): CSC SPV has collaborated with iScholar i30 for 

providing the IIT-JEE and engineering entrance exam coaching through Apna CSC. 
Considered one of the toughest exams, less than 1% succeeds due to the enormous 
syllabus, constantly evolving paper setting patterns and ever increasing cut-off 
percentages. 

 
 
d) Legal Literacy Programme: Legal literacy is seen as a tool to bring change at the 

grassroots level. The project aims to spread legal literacy and awareness related to rights 
by conducting sessions by gathering 40 participants from neighbouring areas.  
It also strengthens rural people so that they know and understand the primary levels of 
laws recognize them and challenge injustices much more forcefully. 

 
e) Tele – Law: Department of Justice has partnered with NALSA and CSC e-Governance 

Service India Limited for mainstreaming legal aid to the marginalised communities 
through Common Services Centre (CSC). Tele-Law means the use of communications and 
information technology for the delivery of legal information and advice. This e-
interaction between lawyers and people would be through the video-conferencing 
infrastructure available at the CSCs. The concept of Tele-Law is to facilitate delivery of 
legal advice through a panel of lawyers stationed at the state Legal Services Authorities 
(SALSA) and CSC. The project initiates to connect citizens with lawyers through video 
conferencing facilities by the Para-Legal Volunteers stationed at identified 1800 
panchayat. 

 
f) Investor Awareness Programme (IAP) : The ‘Investor Awareness Programme’ (IAP) is 

conceived to educate the prospective rural investor so that they understand the benefit 
of saving, investment and capital formation/ accumulation. The objective of this project 
is to enable CSCs to become Investor Education Hubs by hosting awareness sessions 
focused on the rural investor.   

 
g) NIELIT Facilitation Centre: NIELIT (National Institute of Electronics and Information 

Technology) CCC and BCC Courses. DOEACC is the joint Scheme of Ministry of 
Information Technology (Department of Electronics) and All India Council for Technical 
Education (AICTE). AICTE is a statutory body for the development of technical education, 
which includes computer education, in the country. The Scheme is administered by the 
DOEACC Society, an autonomous body of the Ministry of Information Technology, 
Government of India. The objective of the Scheme is to generate quality manpower in 
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the area of Information Technology (IT) at the national level, by utilizing the facilities and 
expertise available with the training institutions/ organizations in the non-formal sector. 
Under the Scheme, computer training institutions/organizations in the non-formal 
sector are granted authorization for conducting specified Levels of courses, subject to 
their meeting well defined norms and criteria. 

 
 

 Election Services: The Indian voter ID card is an identity document issued by the Election 
Commission of India which primarily serves as an identity proof for Indian citizen while 
casting votes in the country's municipal, state, and national elections. 

 
a) Punjab Election Services 

 
b) Rajasthan Election Services 

 

 Electricity Services: CSC e-Governance Services India Limited entered into agreement 
with the Electricity Distribution Corporations of various. States/Union Territories for 
collection of electricity consumption bills through CSC Network.  

                       
a) Online Bill Payment (Non-RAPDRP) 

 
b) Online Bill Payment (RAPDRP) 

 
c) Online Bill Payment 

 

 Government Services 
 

a) Birth and Death Application: An Act to provide for the regulation of registration of 
births and deaths. 

 
b) Forest Services: an organization that is responsible for taking care of forests. 
 
c) Online FIR: Filling and FIR through online. 

 
d) Ration Card Services: Ration cards are an official document entitling the holder to a 

ration of food, fuel, or other goods issued by the Government of India. They are 
primarily used when purchasing subsidized foodstuffs (wheat, rice, sugar ) and kerosene. 
 

e) Passport Services: The CSCs facilitate filling and uploading of passport application form, 
payment of applicable fee (through debit/credit card or through SBI Internet 
banking/challan mode) and scheduling of appointment for the visit to the passport Seva 
Kendra (PSK) at nominal charge. As per the appointment schedule, an applicant visits the 
PSK for completion of application submission process. 

 

 Digital Doctor:  A digital strategy refers to the use of the convergence of multiple 
applications to disrupt business processes and ensure enhanced and sustainable access 
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to services for all. Such a strategy can be applied in healthcare sector. It enables the 
development of healthcare solutions, improved patient care and provide growth. 
Increasing innovation is leading to the growth of digital and healthcare partnerships 
between the public and private sectors, including the set –up of mobile units. 

 
a) Healthcare Services : CSC Health Services endeavours to provide quality healthcare 

solutions like tele-medicine, diagnostic services and generic medicine services to the 
masses in rural and remote areas of the country, through the vast network of CSCs 

 

 Super Specialty Consultation 

 Telemedicine 

 Jan Aushadhi Registration 

 Jiva Telemedine 
 

 
CSC aims to bridge the need Vs demand gap by providing assisted digital access to basic 
healthcare facility to save time, money ,efforts & energy. CSC is offering all the services to 
rural india at affordable rates, using “Digital Seva transaction portal. 
 
 
 
SKILLS : CSC SPV has launched skill development initiatives in various sectors to provide 
market – oriented skills to the rural youth in order to enhance their employability and 
improve livelihood options. Skill India is an initiative of the Government of India which has 
been launched to empower the youth of the country with skill sets which make them more 
employable and more productive in their work environment. Our National Skill Mission is 
chaired by the Hon’ble Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi himself.  
 

 

                                           Service Access process flow  

 
 

VLE will login to digital 
sevaportal using his 

12digit login ID & 
password

Will click on 
healthcare from the 

top right service icons

WIll click on the 
service he wants to 
deliver at his CSC

Will register the 
patient in accordance 

to the service 
requirement

will pay from his 
wallet for the desired 

service
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Skills Services Description 

1. CSC Skill Centre-  

Its great opportunity for VLEs to work in Skill Space by registering their CSCs as CSC Skill 

Centres. On successful registration VLE could avail the various services under Skill 

Development: 

A. Government Scheme 
a. Recognition of Prior Learning Scheme 
b. Persons with Disability Scheme 

B. Self-paid Courses  
C. Learning Management System 

 
b) CSC VLE Bazaar:  The initiative for the VLE Bazaar was taken by the government in 

building up rural platform. Prime focus for VLE Bazaar is to emerge as a strong player in 
the rural market by carefully identifying gaps in the rural market and crafting the right 
product offering for consumers. The initiative will transform the practice of this 
culturally rich and marketable craft into a competitive and profitable economic activity, 
benefiting not only 2,000 women artisans directly, but also their families & 
communities. 

 
 
 
c) TRAVEL : 

 
a) Darshan Booking 
b) Hotel Booking (OYO) 
c) Bus Ticket Booking 
d) Flight Tickets 
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1.5 CAD Course 

CSC SPV has collaborated with SIEMENS to provide opportunities in field of advanced skills 
using Solid Edge CAD tool: A Siemens PLM Software. Get ready to solve real life design 
problems with streamline creation.  
 
CAD software can be used to create two-dimensional (2-D) drawings or three-dimensional 
(3-D) models. CAD technology is used in the design of tools and machinery and in the 
drafting and design of all types of buildings, from small residential types (houses) to the 
largest commercial and industrial structures. This software is used by architects, engineers, 
drafters, artists, and others to create precision drawings or technical illustrations. 
Computer-aided design is the use of computer systems to aid in the creation, modification, 
analysis, or optimization of a design.  

CAD software is used to increase the productivity of the designer, improve the quality of 
design, improve communications through documentation, and to create a database for 
manufacturing. CAD output is  

often in the form of electronic files for print, machining, or other manufacturing operations. 
Candidates become eligible after this course for jobs like: 2D CAD Draftsman, 3D Rendering 
Artist/Visualize, Interior Designer, CAD Draftsman Civil, Art Installation Designer, CAD 
Operator and CAD Counsellor. 

Target Audience-- Candidates from ITI, Diploma, B. Tech and M. Tech background. 

 CAD Registration 
 

2 Link for the CAD Registration :  
http://registration.csc.gov.in/CADRegistration/user/CADFillForm.aspx 

 

 Digital Unnati 

 Link for Digital Unnati website:  https://www.intel.in/content/www/in/en/first-time-
buyer/english/overview.html 

 

 BHIM 

            Features of BHIM 

 The impressive aspect of BHIM is its clean and user friendly interface. People with 

even basic knowledge of using smartphone can use the app to send and receive 

money effortlessly. 

 With BHIM in your phone, it can be seen as a small virtual bank in your pocket. You 

can send receive money to anyone in just few seconds. 

 You no longer have to visit the nearest bank branch, stand in queues and wait for 

several days to have the payment credited to your account. 

 BHIM Transactions are completed immediately and they are also reflected in your 

transaction history section of the application for convenient use. 
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 BHIM is based on UPI and developed by NPCI which makes it more secure than other 

digital wallet apps. Your transaction will be secured. 

 BHIM App provides you a unique UPI PIN number which is a 4-digit passcode that 

needs to be entered for each transaction. This feature makes all your transaction 

safe and prevents you from frauds. 

Flowchart of BHIM App 

Process flowchart of Merchant on – boarding 

 

Bharat QR Code 

Bharat QR Code will make use of QR codes system for payments across merchant outlets. 

QR code or Quick Response code is a two-dimensional machine-readable code that is made 

up of black and white squares. It is used to store URLs and other information. These can be 

read by the camera of a Smartphone. 

According to RBI, the Bharat QR Code is the world’s first inter-operable payment acceptance 

solution. Bharat QR code aims at standardizing the QR code payment method through the 

country. Payment networks such as MasterCard, American Express and Visa have 

collaborated with National Payment Corporation of India (NPCI) to launch and promote the 

Bharat QR payment method. However, different merchant outlets across the country use 

different QR codes. 
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The Bharat QR is a more streamlined system which will reduce the technological problems 

and people will not suffer from card loss or card expiry problems. It is the easiest method of 

payment for users. Scanning the QR code through your mobile will help in transferring 

money from one source to another. Payments made through QR code will directly get 

transferred to the bank accounts unlike other digital wallet where payments are received 

from e-mails. Even though various banks and private companies already have this facility in 

their mobile app, what makes the QR code different from others is that it is interoperable 

with all the banks and it is not a closed-loop system. This Bharat QR code is expected to be 

convenient for those who are into mobile banking and who don’t want to use debit or credit 

cards for small payments. The physical Point-of-Sale (PoS) machines involves capital costs 

and therefore Bharat QR code is seen as a better alternative. 
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 MODULE 6 Digital Securities and Wellness 

 

Structure of the Unit 

1.1     Cyber Wellness 

1.2     Cyber Wellness Values 

1.3     Threats to Cyber Wellness 

1.4     Smartphone Safety 

1.5      Safety for Social Media 

1.6      Copyright Infringement and Laws 

1.7      Social Media Safety Tips 

 

1.1 Cyber Wellness 

Cyber Wellness refers to the positive well-being of Internet users and a healthy cyber 

culture for the Internet community. It involves an understanding of the risks of harmful 

online behaviour, an awareness of how to protect oneself and other Internet users from 

such behaviour, and recognition of the power of the Internet to benefit oneself and the 

community at large.  

Cyber Wellness is a broad term that is inclusive of Cyber Ethics, Cyber Security and Cyber 

Safety. The concept of wellness lays emphasis on the whole individual and the 

understanding that our health is affected by all that we do, think and believe. It is a 

proactive approach that promotes an optimum manner of physical and social functioning 

and leads to emotional well-being. 

The three aspects of Cyber Wellness can be understood as below: 

 Cyber Ethics- refers to appropriate, responsible and ethical online behaviour that 

governs all our interaction with other Internet users and emphasizes on the exercise of 

cyber values. 

 

 Cyber Security- refers to the protection of our computer systems, devices and networks 

from any unauthorized access or misuse by others. 

 

 Cyber Safety- refers to following safe practices that minimize the risks of being harmed 

by the dangerous behaviour of others such as cyber-bullying and stalking. 
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1.2 Cyber Wellness Values: There are five cyber wellness values hidden in the Values Grid.  

 Value 1 Responsibility: Responsibility is being accountable for your behaviour. An 

example of being responsible as an Internet user would be to play online games only for 

a fixed and reasonable amount of time. 

 Value 2 Respect: To respect others is to have a regard for them and be appreciative of 

them. An example of being respectful would be to communicate politely with others 

while writing emails or posting comments on a blog or in a discussion forum. 

 Value 3 Compassion: Compassion is a feeling of wanting to help someone in trouble. For 

example, you are being compassionate if you are supporting a friend who is being cyber 

bullied by reporting the act to parents, teachers or any other person of authority. 

 Value 4 Resilience: Resilience is the ability to recover from an undesirable change or 

incident. An example of being resilient would be to respond appropriately and not give 

up if you have faced any disturbing experience online. 

 Value 5 Integrity: Integrity is the quality of being honest and fair. For example, if you 

follow copyright regulations and do not copy-paste content from other sources for your 

school assignments then you are exercising integrity.   

1.3 Threats to Cyber Wellness: Following are the types of threats one may face on the 

Internet. All these threats obstruct cyber wellness and a healthy cyber culture. 

 Cyber Bullying- Cyber bullying is using technology to harass someone, by sending or 

posting mean, threatening and intimidating messages. Examples of cyber bullying 

include abusive emails, malicious posts on social networking sites, inappropriate 

image tagging, uploading of embarrassing photographs, creating fake profiles or 

Web sites designed to hurt another person and so on. 

 Cyber Predators- Cyber predators are adults who exploit children and teenagers by 

using Internet communication tools such as mobile phones, chat rooms, social 

networking sites and even email. Their main motive is sexual abuse. 

 Gaming Addiction- Gaming addiction is an excessive or compulsive use of online 

games at the cost of health, education, real life social engagements and even 

cleanliness. Last year it was added to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders published by the American Psychiatric Association. 

 Identity Theft- Identity theft is a fast growing cyber threat where a person makes 

unauthorised use of someone else’s name and personal information such as 

passwords, usernames, banking or financial data to commit theft or other crimes. 

 Copyright Infringement and Plagiarism- Copyright Infringement takes place when a 

person copies, distributes, publicly performs or displays copyrighted work without 

the permission of the author or creator. Plagiarism is presenting someone else’s 

work as your own. 

 Malware- A Malware, short for ‘malicious software’, is software that gets installed 

on your laptop, desktop computer or smartphone and performs a multitude of 
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undesirable tasks such as stealing passwords, deleting files or reformatting the hard 

disk. 

1.4 Smartphone Safety 

Mobile phones mainly came with the traditional SMS and Call features. With the advent of 

the mobile Internet or the ability to access the World Wide Web through a phone, the risks 

that smartphone users face have increased. Regularly use of smartphone for surfing the 

Internet, downloading music and social networking apart from making calls. From private 

photos to videos and financial information along with a lot of information on our Contacts, 

there is plenty on phones that could be misused in the wrong hands. 

 

Steps for Smartphone Safety 

 Security Software- Use security software to protect your phone from malware attacks. 

Most malware apps also come with anti-theft options for your device. For example, you 

could use the McAfee Mobile Security. 

 Management of Settings- Explore the settings on your phone and customize them for 

location reporting, app installation, tracking online behaviour and also Wi-Fi Networking. 

Selecting strict options in settings allows you to fend off undesirable access to your 

personal information. 

 App Review- Avoid downloading apps that are not hosted at reputed app stores. If you 

download them from untested sites they may infect your phone with malware. When 

installing apps carefully review the terms and conditions of use to determine if you are 

giving access to information you don’t want to share. 

 Restriction of Access - Lock your phone with a PIN Code or Pattern Lock. This ensures 

that even if your phone is stolen, the thief cannot immediately access information on it. 

You can then use security software to even remotely ‘wipe off’ or delete information on 

your phone. 

 Turn Off Public Wi-Fi - Do not use public Wi-Fi to shop or access emails. Public Wi-Fi 

hotspots can give hackers easy access to your phone. Use your network provider 

connection as it is much more secure. 

 

1.5 Safety for Social Media  

The use of social media sites and apps continues to increase with their wide acceptance and 

popularity. Young users develop contacts, connect with friends, join groups based on 

common interest, share articles and personal information and even organize and host 

events, all of which leaves social networking sites continuously evolving and growing. With 

such fast expansion and adoption, however, comes greater risk. Racist, defamatory, abusive, 

provocative and inappropriate comments and content being published has become a 

regular and frequent occurrence. 
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The threats to cyber wellness also extend to social media sites and because of their 

widespread use, are commonly faced by users of such sites. This makes it necessary to know 

how we can promote safe experiences and avoid the adverse effects of using social media. 

In this module you will learn about some popular social media sites and apps, understand 

how to use them responsibly and become familiar with the legal provisions that guard the 

safety of Internet users. 

 

Legal Protection in the Digital Age 

Apart from safety measures that we can adopt, the law also offers protection to ensure 

people are not harmed by the irresponsible and malicious behaviour and actions of others. 

Section 66 of the IT Act acquires greater relevance for upholding safe social media practices. 

Under Section 66, the punishment for sending offensive messages through any 

communication service is as follows: 

 any information that is grossly offensive or has menacing character; or 

 any information which he knows to be false, but for the purpose of causing annoyance, 

inconvenience, danger, obstruction, insult, injury, criminal intimidation, enmity, hatred 

or ill will, persistently by making use of such computer resource or a communication 

device, 

 any electronic mail or electronic mail message for the purpose of causing annoyance or 

inconvenience or to deceive or to mislead the addressee or recipient about the origin of 

such messages. 

1.6 Copyright Infringement and Laws: When using somebody’s work, you need to take 

permission from the creator. If you fail to do so and use the work without permission, it is 

called copyright infringement.  

Copyright Laws in India   

The Copyright Act 1975, allows us to keep our intellectual work protected and secure and 

provide us with the authority to demand an explanation in case of any illegal actions. 

Copyright laws exist throughout India for (a) original literary, dramatic, musical and artistic 

works (b) cinematograph film and (c) sound recording (Section 13). These terms are defined 

in the Act. 

Copyright does not exist forever. It applied only for a specific duration. After the expiry of 

the specified time, the work falls in the public domain and is then open to public for use 

without the permission of the owner. For literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works the 

term is 60 years from the death of the author; for photograph, cinematograph film, sound 

recording it is 60 years from the beginning of the calendar year following the year in which it 
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is published/ released.   In case of copyright infringements, the owner has the right to claim 

his/her authority and demand an explanation. It is a criminal offense to violate copyright 

Act. The minimum punishment for copyright infringement is imprisonment for six months 

and a fine of RS 50,000 (minimum). 

1.7 Social Media Safety Tips 

 Your profile should not have any contact details or personal information on it.   

 Avoid making any online friends who you do not know personally.  

  Avoid posting personal pictures of yourself or family members.  

 Do not update your location on your social media profile when you visit a place and 

guide your friends not to tag/include you in the same, if they update their location.  

 Use privacy settings on such social media sites to make personal information (such 

as friend list, relatives, specific details like address, phone number and so forth) is 

accessible only to you or a carefully chosen set of people.  

 Have a strong password for your account and keep different passwords for different 

websites. If you have more than one email account, keep a different password for all 

of them.  

 Any emails dropped into your SPAM folder must be deleted. You can read the 

subject line to identify if the email has not been transferred to spam by mistake.  

 If you are using Internet in a cyber café or using a public computer, remember to 

delete your user name and password, if saved. Also, go to History and delete recent 

history to remove your login details.  

 If you use a smart phone, do not let others use your mobile unless they require it to 

make calls only and disable GPS for social networking apps.   

 Keep ‘Geotagging’ disabled to avoid revealing your location 
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 MODULE 7 Finance and Accounting 

 

Structure of the Unit 

1.1     About Finance and Accounting 

1.2     OBJECTIVES OF ACCOUNTING 

1.3     Origin and Growth of Accounting 

1.4     Nature of Accounting 

1.5     Branches of Accounting 

 

1.1 ABOUT FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING 

Finance and Accounting is the process of recording, summarizing and reporting the myriad 

of transactions resulting from business operations over a period of time. These transactions 

are summarized in the preparation of financial statements, including the balance sheet, 

income statement and cash flow statement, that encapsulate the company's operating 

performance over a specified period. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES OF ACCOUNTING: The following are the main objectives of accounting. 

1. To keep systematic records: Accounting is done to keep a systematic record of 

financial transactions. In the absence of accounting there would have been terrific 

burden on human memory which in most cases would have been impossible to bear. 

2. To protect business properties: Accounting provides protection to business 

properties from unjustified and unwarranted use. This is possible on account of 

accounting supplying the following information to the manager or  the proprietor: 

 The amount of the proprietor's funds invested in the business. 

 How much the business have to pay to others? 

 How much the business has to recover from others? 

 How much the business has in the form of (a) fixed assets, (b) cash in hand, (c) cash 

at bank, (d) stock of raw materials, work-in-progress and finished goods? 

3. To ascertain the operational profit or loss: Accounting helps in ascertaining the net 

profit earned or loss suffered on account of carrying the business. This is done by 

keeping a proper record of revenues and expense of a particular period. The Profit 
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and Loss Account is prepared at the end of a period and if the amount of revenue for 

the period is more than the expenditure incurred in earning that revenue, there is 

said to be a profit. 

4. To ascertain the financial position of the business: The Profit and Loss Account gives 

the amount of profit or loss made by the business during a particular period. 

5. To facilitate rational decision making: Accounting these days has taken upon itself 

the task of collection, analysis and reporting of information at the required points of 

time to the required levels of authority in order to facilitate rational decision-making. 

6. Information System: Accounting functions as an information system for collecting 

and communicating economic information about the business enterprise. This 

information helps the management in taking appropriate decisions 

1.3 Origin and Growth of Accounting 

Accounting was practised in India twenty three centuries ago as is clear from the book 

named "Arthashastra" written by Kautilya, King Chandragupta's minister. This book not only 

relates to politics and economics, but also explains the art of proper keeping of accounts. 

However, the modern system of accounting based on the principles of double entry system 

owes it origin to Luco Pacioli who first published the principles of Double Entry System in 

1494 at Venice in Italy. Thus, the art of accounting has been practised for centuries but it is 

only in the late thirties that the study of the subject 'accounting' has been taken up 

seriously. 

Purpose of Accounting: 

The main purpose of accounting is to ascertain profit or loss during a specified period, to 

show financial condition of the business on a particular date and to have control over the 

firm's property. Such accounting records are required to be maintained to measure the 

income of the business and communicate the information so that it may be used by 

managers, owners and other interested parties. Accounting is a discipline which records, 

classifies, summarises and interprets financial information about the activities of a concern 

so that intelligent decisions can be made about the concern. 
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Distinction between Book-Keeping and Accounting 

Book-keeping is a part of accounting and is concerned with the recording of transactions 

which is often routine and clerical in nature, whereas accounting performs other functions 

as well viz. measurement and communication, besides recording. An accountant is required 

to have a much higher level of knowledge, conceptual understanding and analytical skill 

than is required of the book-keeper. 

An accountant designs the accounting system, supervises and checks the work of the book-

keeper prepares the reports based on the recorded data and interprets the reports. 

Nowadays, he is required to take part in matters of management, control and planning of 

economic resources 

1.4 Nature of Accounting  

The various definitions and explanations of accounting has been propounded by different 

accounting experts from time to time and the following aspects comprise the nature of 

accounting: 

 Accounting as a service activity: Accounting is a service activity. Its function is to provide 

quantitative information, primarily financial in nature, about economic entities that is 

intended to be useful in making economic decisions, in making reasoned choices among 

alternative courses of action. It means that accounting collects financial information for 

the various users for taking decisions and tackling business issues. 

 Accounting as a profession: Accounting is very much a profession. A profession is a 

career that involves the acquiring of a specialised formal education before rendering any 

service. Accounting is a systematized body of knowledge developed with the 

development of trade and business over the past century. 

 Accounting as a social force: In early days, accounting was only to serve the interest of 

the owners. Under the changing business environment the discipline of accounting and 

the accountant both have to watch and protect the interests of other people who are 

directly or indirectly linked with the operation of modern business. The society is 

composed of people as customer, shareholders, creditors and investors. The accounting 
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information/data is to be used to solve the problems of the public at large such as 

determination and controlling of prices. 

 Accounting as a language: Accounting is rightly referred the "language of business". It is 

one means of reporting and communicating information about a business. As one has to 

learn a new language to converse and communicate, so also accounting is to be learned 

and practised to communicate business events. 

 Accounting as science or art: Science is a systematised body of knowledge. It establishes 

a relationship of cause and effect in the various related phenomenon. It is also based on 

some fundamental principles. Accounting has its own principles e.g. the double entry 

system, which explains that every transaction has two fold aspects i.e. debit and credit. 

Art requires a perfect knowledge, interest and experience to do a work efficiently. Art 

also teaches us how to do a work in the best possible way by making the best use of the 

available resources. Accounting is an art as it also requires knowledge, interest and 

experience to maintain the books of accounts in a systematic manner. 

 Accounting as an information system: Accounting discipline will be the most useful one 

in the acquisition of all the business knowledge in the near future. You will realise that 

people will be constantly exposed to accounting information in their everyday life. 

Accounting information serves both profit-seeking business and non-profit 

organisations. 

1.5 Branches of Accounting:   

1. Financial accounting:  The object of financial accounting is to ascertain the results (profit 

or loss) of business operations during the particular period and to state the financial 

position (balance sheet) as on a date at the end of the period. 

2. Cost accounting:  The object of cost accounting is to find out the cost of goods produced 

or services rendered by a business. It also helps the business in controlling the costs by 

indicating avoidable losses and wastes. 

3. Management accounting:  The object of management accounting is to supply relevant 

information at appropriate time to the management to enable it to take decisions and 

effect control. 
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Summary:  

Accounting can be understood as the language of financial decisions. It is an ongoing 

process of performance measurement and reporting the results to decision makers. The 

discipline of accounting can be traced back to very early times of human civilization. With 

the advancement of industry, modern day accounting has become formalized and 

structured. A person who maintains accounts is known as the account. The information 

generated by accounting is used by various interested groups like, individuals, managers, 

investors, creditors, government, regulatory agencies, taxation authorities, employee, trade 

unions, consumers and general public. 

Keywords: 

 Accounting: It is the means of collecting, summarising and reporting in monetary 

terms, information about the business. 

 Financial accounting: Financial accounting deals with the maintenance of books of 

accounts with a view to ascertain the profitability and the financial status of the 

business. 

 Transaction: A transaction is a stimulus from one person and a related response 

from another. 
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 MODULE 8 Goods and Services Tax (GST) 

 

Structure of the Unit 

1.1     About Goods and Services Tax (GST) 

1.2     Advantages of GST     

1.3     Tax Laws before GST   

1.4     GST Registration and who should get registered under GST 

1.5     GST Registration Fees GST 

 

1.1 About Goods and Services Tax (GST)    

Goods and Services Tax is an indirect tax levied in India on the sale of goods and services. 

Goods and services are divided into five tax slabs for collection of tax - 0%, 5%, 12%, 18% 

and 28%. Petroleum products and alcoholic drinks are taxed separately by the individual 

state governments. There is a special rate of 0.25% on rough precious and semi-precious 

stones and 3% on gold. In addition a cess of 22% or other rates on top of 28% GST applies on 

few items like aerated drinks, luxury cars and tobacco products.  

The tax came into effect from July 1, 2017 through the implementation of one hundred and 

first amendments by the Government of India. The tax replaced existing multiple cascading 

taxes levied by the central and state governments. The tax rates, rules and regulations are 

governed by the Goods and Services Tax Council which comprises finance ministers of 

centre and all the states. GST simplified a slew of indirect taxes with a unified tax and is 

therefore expected to dramatically reshape the country's 2 trillion dollar economy. With the 

implementation of Goods and Services Tax (GST) from 1st July 2017, all the Taxpayers are 

expected to file their periodic returns. CSC e-Governance Services India Limited has rolled 

out GST Return filing service through its network of more than 2.5 Lakhs Common Services 

Centres (CSC). 

CSC SPV has built a filing application on Digital Seva Portal and a support function has been 

created to help the Village Level Entrepreneur (VLE) operating these CSCs across India in 

filing periodic returns of the Taxpayers. VLEs can deregister for GST number if the turnover 

is less than 20 lakhs as the notification from Government of India specifies that the 
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ecommerce operators having an aggregate turnover of less than Rs 20 lakhs/10lakhs 

(Special states) are not required to register under GST. 

 

 

1.2 Advantages of GST     

GST will mainly remove the Cascading effect on the sale of goods and services. Removal of 

cascading effect will directly impact the cost of goods. The cost of goods should decrease 

since tax on tax is eliminated in the GST regime. GST is also mainly technologically driven. All 

activities like registration return filing, application for refund and response to notice needs 

to be done online on the GST Portal. This will speed up the processes. 

Components of GST 

There are 3 taxes applicable under GST:  

 CGST: Collected by the Central Government on an intra-state sale 

 SGST: Collected by the State Government on an intra-state sale  

 IGST: Collected by the Central Government for inter-state sale 

 

1.3 Tax Laws before GST   

In the pre-GST regime, there were many indirect taxes levied by both state and center. 

States mainly collected taxes in the form of Value Added Tax (VAT). Every state had a 

different set of rules and regulations. 

Interstate sale of goods was taxed by the Center. CST (Central State Tax) was applicable in 

case of interstate sale of goods.  Other than above there were many indirect taxes like 

entertainment tax, octroi and local tax that was levied by state and center. This lead to a lot 

of overlapping of taxes levied by both state and center. 

For example, when goods were manufactured and sold Excise Duty charged by the center 

was charged by the center. Over and above Excise Duty, VAT was also charged by the State. 

This lead to a tax on tax also known as cascading effect of taxes. 

The following is the list of indirect taxes in the pre-GST regime: 

 Central Excise Duty 

 Duties of Excise 

 Additional Duties of Excise 
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 Additional Duties of Customs 

 Special Additional Duty of Customs 

 Cess 

 State VAT 

 Central Sales Tax 

 Purchase Tax 

 Luxury Tax 

 Entertainment Tax 

 Entry Tax 

 Taxes on advertisements 

 Taxes on lotteries, betting, and gambling 

 

1.4 GST Registration and who should get registered under GST?  

Any business whose turnover exceeds the threshold limit of Rs. 20 lakhs (Rs 10 lakhs 

for North Eastern and hill states) will have to register under GST. Businesses registered 

under any of the pre-GST laws: VAT, Excise/Service Tax have to register under GST by 

default. Apart from the normal taxpayer (as defined above), there are few special cases 

(as explained in section 3) that have to register for GST irrespective of their turnover. 

Documents/details required to register under GST 

PAN is mandatory to apply for GST registration (except in case of non-resident). 

The document/details required to register for GST are: 
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1.5 GST Registration Fees GST  

Businesses can register for GST and obtain GSTIN free of cost. 

However, GST Registration is a tedious 11 step process which involves submission of many 
business details and scanned documents. 

You can opt for Clear Tax Goods and Services Tax (GST) Registration services where a GST 

Expert will assist you end to end with GST Registration. 

Penalty for not registering under GST? 

An offender not paying tax or making short payments (genuine errors) has to pay a penalty 
of 10% of the tax amount due subject to a minimum of Rs.10, 000. The penalty will at 100% 
of the tax amount due when the offender has deliberately evaded paying taxes  
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 MODULE 9 Soft Skills 

 

Structure of the Unit 

1.1     Soft Skills  

1.2     The attributes of soft skills   

1.3     Applying Soft Skills   

1.4     What are Soft Skills?   

1.5     Factors that influencing Entrepreneurship   

 
1.1 About Soft Skills    

Soft skills are character traits and interpersonal skills that characterize a person's 
relationships with other people. In the workplace, soft skills are considered a complement 
to hard skills, which refer to a person's knowledge and occupational skills. Sociologists may 
use the term soft skills to describe a person's "EQ" or “Emotional Intelligence Quotient," as 
opposed to "IQ" or "Intelligence Quotient." 

BREAKING DOWN 'Soft Skills 

 
Soft skills have more to do with who people are, rather than what they know. As such, soft 
skills encompass the character traits that decide how well one interacts with others, and are 
usually a definite part of one's personality. Whereas hard skills can be learned and perfected 
over time, soft skills are more difficult to acquire and change. The soft skills required for a 
doctor, for example, would be empathy, understanding, active listening and a good bedside 
manner. Alternatively, the hard skills necessary for a doctor would include a vast 
comprehension of illnesses, the ability to interpret test results and symptoms, and a 
thorough understanding of anatomy and physiology. 
 
Soft Skills for Workers 
 
Employers look for a balance of hard and soft skills when they make hiring decisions. For 
example, employers value skilled workers with a track record of getting the job done on 
time. Employers also value workers with strong communication skills and a strong 
understanding of company products and services. When communicating with prospective 
clients, workers with employee skills can put together compelling presentations even if their 
specific job is not in sales or marketing. Other valued soft skills are the ability to coach 
fellow co-workers on new tasks and cultural fit. 
 
Soft Skills for Leaders 
 
Company leaders are also most effective when they have a strong set of soft skills. For 
example, leaders are expected to have strong speaking abilities, but good leaders are also 
good at listening to workers and to other leaders in their fields. Negotiation is a big part of 
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the job for company leaders. When negotiating with employees, clients or associates, 
leaders need to be skilled in staying considerate of what others want, while they remain 
focused on pushing for what they want. Good leaders also need to know how to make their 
own work most efficient by strategically delegating tasks to workers. 
 
Soft Skills for Organizations 
 
Soft skills benefit businesses when they are practiced on a company-wide basis. For 
example, a collaborative spirit among workers is important. Efficiency and output improves 
when workers collaborate by sharing knowledge and tools to get jobs done. The ability to 
learn new methods and technologies is also a desired soft skill for all workers. Companies 
that value learning as a soft skill recognize various learning styles and encourage workers to 
pursue the methods that work best for them. Good troubleshooting is a soft skill that is also 
valuable to companies. For example, companies can operate more efficiently when all 
workers know how to troubleshoot software problems instead of relying on the information 
technology (IT) department for every fix. 
 
1.2 The attributes of soft skills   
 
Good manners, optimism, common sense, a sense of humour, empathy and the ability to 
collaborate and negotiate are all important soft skills. Other soft skills include situational 
awareness and the ability to read a situation as it unfolds to decide upon a response that 
yields the best result for all involved.  
 
Another important soft skill is adaptability. An employee with this attribute has the ability to 
work in various situations equally well and move from one situation to another with ease 
and grace. The ability to be diplomatic and respectful even when there are disagreements is 
also a key soft skill. This skill requires the employee to maintain a professional tone and 
demeanour even when frustrated.  An employee with a high level of emotional intelligence 
has good communication skills and interpersonal skills. He can clearly articulate goals and 
can work in a team. He knows when to take a leadership role and when to sit back. He 
knows when to speak, when to listen and when to suggest a compromise.  
 
1.3 Applying Soft Skills 
 
To see how soft skills apply, let's look at this scenario. Jay is a clothing store manager who 
receives a complaint from a customer, Mr. Adams. Mr. Adams brought back a shirt that he 
decided he did not want and requested a refund. He says the associate, who helped him, 
Rick, would not take the shirt because he was one day past the 10-day return policy. Mr. 
Adams states Rick was rude and inflexible. Jay immediately apologizes for Rick's behaviour 
and inflexibility. With a smile, he affirms that the information about the policy is correct, but 
because he is a long time customer he is willing to offer the refund. He also assures the 
customer he will speak with Rick about the incident. In this instance, Jay uses the problem 
solving soft skill to let Mr. Adams know he can resolve the initial concern about the shirt and 
will address the issue with Rick. Taking quick decisive action with a smile is a subtle way to 
ease the customer's frustration and maintain customer loyalty. Jay will also use similar soft 
skills to maintain a stable work environment when confronting Rick. 
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This is not the only thing that Jay needs to discuss with Rick. Jay has also noticed Rick being 

late to work and Rick's co-workers have complained of Rick taking personal calls in front of 

customers. Jay will employ his communication and leadership skills to help Rick improve his 

adaptability and flexibility, personal accountability, and time management skills. 

1.4 What are Soft Skills?   
 
Non-verbal cues, in a conversation with anyone, can say more than the actual words. 
Managing the cues to create a better situation requires the use of soft skills. In a work 
environment, there are two types of skills: hard and soft. Hard skills are the technical skills 
you use each day to perform your job. Some examples would be your computer skills or 
procedural knowledge you apply in your job. Soft skills, the topic of this lesson, are the 
subtle behaviours and communication styles that help make a work environment or 
interaction with another person easier to manage.  
 
Soft skill examples include communication skills, such as voice inflection and gestures. They 
also include attributes such as adaptability and flexibility. Other soft skills include: 
 

 Problem Solving 

 Creative Thinking 

 Conflict Resolution 

 Time Management 

 Self-Motivation 
 

1.5 Factors that influencing Entrepreneurship   

Entrepreneurship is influenced by three distinct factors:  

 Creativity: Economic environment exercises the most direct and immediate 

influence on entrepreneurship. This is likely because people become entrepreneurs 

due to necessity when there are no other jobs or because of opportunity. 

 

 Social: Social factors can go a long way in encouraging entrepreneurship. In fact it 

was the highly helpful society that made the industrial revolution a glorious success. 

Strongly affect the entrepreneurial behaviour, which contribute to entrepreneurial 

growth. 

 

 Psychological: The theory states that people with high need-achievement are 

distinctive in several ways. They like to take risks and these risks stimulate them to 

greater effort. The theory identifies the factors that produce such people. 
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 MODULE 10 Business Communications 

 

Structure of the Unit 

 

1.1     Business Communication 

1.2     Types of Business Communication   

1.3    The main components of communication process  

1.4     Importance of Business Communication   

1.5     Communication Flows in an Organization   

1.6   Body Language in Communication   

1.7   Communication Barriers - Reasons for Communication Breakdown    

 

1.1 Business Communication is a mutual exchange of understanding, originating with the 

receiver. Communication needs to be effective in business. Communication is the essence of 

management. The basic functions of management (Planning, Organizing, Staffing, Directing 

and Controlling) cannot be performed well without effective communication. 

Business Communication is goal oriented. The rules, regulations and policies of a company 

have to be communicated to people within and outside the organization. Business 

Communication is regulated by certain rules and norms. In early times, business 

communication was limited to paper-work, telephone calls etc. But now with advent of 

technology, we have cell phones, video conferencing, emails, and satellite communication 

to support business communication. Effective business communication helps in building 

goodwill of an organization. 

1.2 Types of Business Communication: 

1. Oral Communication - An oral communication can be formal or informal. Generally 

business communication is a formal means of communication, like: meetings, 

interviews, group discussion, speeches etc. An example of Informal business 

communication would be - Grapevine. 



                                                                                     

2. Written Communication - Written means of business communication includes - 

agenda, reports, manuals etc. 

 

1.3 The main components of communication process are as follows: 

a) Context - Communication is affected by the context in which it takes place. This 

context may be physical, social, chronological or cultural. Every communication 

proceeds with context. The sender chooses the message to communicate within a 

context. 

b) Sender / Encoder - Sender / Encoder is a person who sends the message. A sender 

makes use of symbols (words or graphic or visual aids) to convey the message and 

produce the required response. For instance - a training manager conducting training 

for new batch of employees. 

c) Message - Message is a key idea that the sender wants to communicate. It is a sign 

that elicits the response of recipient. Communication process begins with deciding 

about the message to be conveyed. It must be ensured that the main objective of 

the message is clear. 

d) Medium - Medium is a means used to exchange / transmit the message. The sender 

must choose an appropriate medium for transmitting the message else the message 

might not be conveyed to the desired recipients. The choice of appropriate medium 

of communication is essential for making the message effective and correctly 

interpreted by the recipient. This choice of communication medium varies 

depending upon the features of communication 

e) Recipient / Decoder - Recipient / Decoder is a person for whom the message is 

intended / aimed / targeted. The degree to which the decoder understands the 

message is dependent upon various factors such as knowledge of recipient, their 

responsiveness to the message, and the reliance of encoder on decoder. 

f) Feedback - Feedback is the main component of communication process as it permits 

the sender to analyze the efficacy of the message. It helps the sender in confirming 

the correct interpretation of message by the decoder. Feedback may be verbal 

(through words) or non-verbal (in form of smiles, sighs, etc.). It may take written 

form also in form of memos, reports, etc. 



                                                                                     

1.4 Importance of Business Communication   

Effective Communication is significant for managers in the organizations so as to 

perform the basic functions of management, i.e., Planning, Organizing, Leading and 

Controlling. Communication helps managers to perform their jobs and 

responsibilities. Communication serves as a foundation for planning. All the essential 

information must be communicated to the managers who in-turn must 

communicate the plans so as to implement them. Organizing also requires effective 

communication with others about their job task.  

1.5 Communication Flows in an Organization 

In an organization, communication flows in 5 main directions: 

1. Downward Flow of Communication: Communication that flows from a higher level 

in an organization to a lower level is a downward communication. In other words, 

communication from superiors to subordinates in a chain of command is a 

downward communication.  

2. Upward Flow of Communication: Communication that flows to a higher level in an 

organization is called upward communication. It provides feedback on how well the 

organization is functioning. The subordinates use upward communication to convey 

their problems and performances to their superiors.  

3. Lateral / Horizontal Communication: Communication that takes place at same levels 

of hierarchy in an organization is called lateral communication, i.e., communication 

between peers, between managers at same levels or between any horizontally 

equivalent organizational member.  

4. Diagonal Communication: Communication that takes place between a manager and 

employees of other workgroups is called diagonal communication. It generally does 

not appear on organizational chart. 

5. External Communication: Communication that takes place between a manager and 

external groups such as - suppliers, vendors, banks, financial institutes etc. For 



                                                                                     

instance - To raise capital the Managing director would interact with the Bank 

Manager. 

 

1.5 Body Language in Communication   

 

Kinesics or study of body language must be understood by all. Whether it is an 

interview or a presentation, one must be aware of how to use body language 

effectively. Various non verbal components of communication: 

 

 Eye Contact: Always maintain eye contact with your audience. However, a person 

must ensure that he / she should not fix his gaze at one person for more than 5 

seconds. Too much fluttering of eyes could indicate lack of confidence. Staring at a 

person could be daunting and hence is not such a good idea. 

 Hand Shake: While shaking hands especially in a professional environment, the hand 

shake should be firm and not loose. An iron handshake [very strong handshake] can 

indicate that a person is trying to dominate. 

 Crossing your Arms: Crossing your arms could imply that a person is not open to 

new ideas / opinion especially in case of giving a presentation. However, in a one-on-

one interview if the interviewer has his / her arms crossed, the candidate could do 

the same. 

 Sitting Posture: Leaning on a chair is not a good idea. One must sit upright though in 

a relaxed position. Sitting back in your chair implies lack of interest or rejection. 

 Gesture: Gesture refers to a type of non verbal communication which uses a part of 

the body with or without verbal communication. Gestures include facial expressions, 

nods [which is a sign of approval in most cultures], head bobbling / shaking. 

 Facial Expression: The face is a best reflection of what a person feels. More often 

than not it is easy to recognize if a person is happy, sad, anxious, irritated, or excited. 

It is very important that in a professional scenario a person must control his / her 

facial expressions. 

 



                                                                                     

1.6 Communication Barriers - Reasons for Communication Breakdown    

There are several barriers that affect the flow of communication in an organization. These 

barriers interrupt the flow of communication from the sender to the receiver, thus making 

communication ineffective. It is essential for managers to overcome these barriers. The 

main barriers of communication are summarized below. 

 

 Perceptual and Language Differences 

 Information Overload 

 Inattention 

 Time Pressures 

 Distraction/Noise 

 Emotions 

 Complexity in Organizational Structure 

 Poor retention 

 

 


